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at MSU to feature
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WAITING FOR A SWITCH — Railroad cars near the Murray depot
await today's train from Bruceton, Term., before moving a little farther down the line. Local businesses utilizing the rail service say they

will not be drastically hurt by the nationwide engineers strike unless
a more extensive railroad shutdown is prAoked.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Strike has little effect on local businesses
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
A railroad strike idling some 450 Kentucky
railroad engineers will, in all probability,
have little effect on local businesses presently
requiring rail shipping.
According to Harry Rawls. local agent for
the Louisville and Nashville Railroad, things
are currently "running smooth", despite the
fact-that Murray was without rail service
Monday.''We normally get a train in here daily." he said, "but yesterday we were without
one."
Rawls said, however, that he had already
been notified that Murray would get a train
today.
"Nobody knows how long this thing will
last, but we're getting along alright with the
supervisors handling things." he commented.
Rawls noted that there are not any local
engineers participating in the nationwide

strike, citing that Murray is serviced from
Bruceton, Tenn. "That's the crossroleds between Nashville and Memphis and Paducah
and Jackson." he added.
Rawls stated that Murray had several empty cars on hand when the strike began.
"Should all of these get filled, and they can't
get anymore to us, then we might have some
troubles, but right now we just don't have any
problems." he remarked.
Several businesses located along the strip of
tracks on the east side of town are serviced in
some way by rail.
Con Agri spokesman Dan Boaz said that his
business was not feeling any problems at this
time in regard to the railroad strike.
"We don't see any problems up to this
point," Boaz said. "but should it { rail service
stop 100 precent, then we would have
troubles."
Boaz commented that nearly all of their

shipping was handled by rail, and,that alter;
native sources would have to be utilized in the
event of a total rail shutdown.
-We have an outlet for barge shipping," he
said, "but our expenses would be greater to
use trucks traveling back and forth between
here and the barges."
Boaz noted that Con Agri ships throughout
the entire southeast United States.
-Dorothy-Grogan at.Murray Lumber said
that very little of their stock came in by rail
nowadays. but that some brick, shingles, and
lumber was shipped by rail. "The strike
might eventually hurt us," she said. "but it
would take some time to do so."
The strike by the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers and other union
members refusing to cross their picket lines
began at 12:01 a.m. Sunday following a
breakdown in negotiations by railroad and
union representatives.

Meeting to explain
cooperative ministry
A special meeting to explain the
new Church and Community
Cooperative Ministry of Murray
and Calloway County will be
Thursday, Sept. 23, at meeting
room of Calloway County Public
Library.
Sid Easley will explain the pur-

clear tonight
Becoming mostly cloudy this
morning with a slow clearing
this afternoon. Cool with highs
in the low to mid 60s. North
winds lOmph. Tonight clear
and quite cool. Lows in the mid
40s. Calm winds. Wednesday
sunny with highs in the upper
60s. Light winds.
Thursday through Saturday :
Fair Thursday and Saturday
with a chance for showers Friday. Highs in the 70s and lows
45 to 55.
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poses and needs of the cooperative
ministry. A question and answer
session will follow.
The ministry will be a
cooperative effort between the
Calloway County Fiscal Court. the
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Association, Inc., the
Murray -Calloway County
Ministerial Association, and other
interested churches, clubs and indieiduals.
Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr.,
president of the local ministerial
association, and Betty Boston,
president of the Need Line
Association. said "economic conditions in the nation and our locale
have greatly increased requests
for assistance in Murray and
Calloway County. Need for food
and clothing, assistance on utility
bills and rent, transportation, and
drug and medical bills have in•
creased for all agencies."
With a central ministry, it is
hoped that duplication of help to
persons will be curtailed. With the
assistance and cooperation of the
community for a cooperative
ministry, services will be more
organized along with having a
central office for persons to apply
for help, ministry officials said.
With this cooperative ministry.
this will give the people of the 90 or
more churches in Murray and
Calloway County an opportunity
for ministry on local level. It will
.provide an opportunity for personal involvement for both churches and individuals as well as
financial support and other services, Mischke and Roston said.
An attempt has been made by
the board members of the
cooperative ministry to contact all
churches in Murray and Calloway
County. It is hoped that each
church in the city and county will
be represented at the meeting on
Thursday evening at the public
library. All interested persons are
welcome to attend.

"Golden Memories" will be the
theme for the 50th annual
Homecoming weekend at Murray
State University Oct. 15-16 as
thousands of alumni, former
students and friends return to the
campus for reunions and good
tirnits.
Noting that it is a golden anniversary event, Donna Herndon,
director of alumni affairs, said
she would like to see it be "the biggest and most spirited gathering"
in Murray State history.
"Plans are being made that will
give everyone the opportunity to
interact with others, whether
renewing past friendships or making new friends," she added.
The rapid succession of events
on the schedule for the traditional
two-day fall get-together includes
an assortment of the usual
features — football, parade, good
food, reunions, parties, receptions, golf and tennis competition,
dances, theatre production, art
exhibit, concert and alumni
baseball and basketball games.
'Although Homecoming Day is
officially Saturday, Oct. 16 — with
much of the attraction to be focused on the 9:30 a.m. parade and the
2 p.m. football game between the
Racers and Ohio Valley Conference rival Middle Tennessee
State University — Homecoming
eve will offer interesting events
too.
Designated as Blue and Gold
Day, Friday. Oct. 15, will set the
mood as everyone is urged to wear
the school colors at all activities.
Competition in both the 13th annual Hmecoming Golf Tournament at the Murray Country Club
and the seventh annual Homecoming Tennis Tournament on the
university courts is scheduled to
begin at 8 a.m. on Friday. The entry fee is $10 for each. Anyone interested in either tournament may
submit entries or obtain additional information by contacting:
Alumni Office, Sparks Hall. Murray State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071 telephone ( 5021 7623737.
Both an Old Timers' Basketball
Game in Racer Arena and an
opening and reception for a Faculty Art Show in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price Doyle'Fine
Arts Center are scheduled from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Friday. The
events are open to the public at no
admission charge. Anyone
wishing to participate in the
basketball game should call Jimmy Wilder at .502 762-6800.
Reunion banquets for alumni in

agriculture, nursing and the College of Business and Public Affairs are each scheduled on Friday evening.
The agriculture alumni banquet
in the small ballroom of the
University Center will begin at
6:30 p.m. Reservations may be
made by calling Wayne Williams
at 5021 762-2118.
Both the nursing and College of
Business and Public Affairs banquets are set for 7 p.m. Nursing
will honor the classes of 1953 and
1970 in the Mississippi Room of the
University Center. Reservations
may be made by callin Oleta
Burkeen at ( 502 762-6225. Reservations for the College of Business
and Public Affairs reunion in Pogue Library may be made by calling 5021 762-4181.
A Musical Extravaganza concert in Lovett Auditorium from
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. will include appearances by several campus
groups and individuals. Tickets of
$3 for adults and $2 for students
and children may be purchased in
advance at the Department of
Music office or at the door prior to
the concert. Proceeds will go the
music scholarship fund.
From 9 p.m. Friday until 1 a.m.
Saturday, the Collegf of Creative
Expression is planning a "Golden
Memories Dance" in the south
gymnasium of the Carr Health
Building. Three different bands
will play the music of each decade
from the '30s to the '80s and a
special feature will be the playing
of records from the '50s. Reservations are $6. per couple and may. be
made in the Department of Music
office by calling ( 502 762-3737.
Proceeds will go to the scholarship fund of the College of
Creative Expression.
Performances of "On the Twentieth Century" are scheduled at 8
p.m. both Friday and Saturday in
Robert E. Johnson Theatre by the
Murray State University Theatre.
Reservations for the play, which
is a Broadway hit, may be made
for $.3 each by calling the University Theatre at I 502 762-4421.
Pregame ceremonies at the
football game on Saturday will
focus on the crowning of the 1982
Homecoming Queen.
Other Saturday events scheduled are:
— The usual lineup of
breakfasts, coffees, brunches, lunches, dinners, parties, and reunions for fraternities. soroities
and other campus organizations.
— A Welcome Home Coffee in
( Continued On Page 2

Curris, Regents conflict
may be reason for drop
in university enrollment

HOUSE GUTTED — Tony Bayless of the Calloway County FireRescue Squad prepares to enter the Brooks Watson residence, which
was gutted following two fires.this morning. According to reports filed by the rescue squad. Watson and his grandson said clothes hanging near a heater in the bedroom had ignited earlier', but believing
they had extinguished the fire, left the house. When they returned at
10:45, it was discoveredlthat the house was engulfed with flames. Fifteen members and three trucks responded at the house one-half mile
of Kirksey at approximately 10:50. Watson was reported injured, in
attempting to save a shotgun in the house. Medical officials- were examining him at presstime.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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The continuing struggle between the Murray State University's Board of Regents and it s
president Dr. Constantine Curtis
may be the reason for a decline in
enrollment for the fall semester.
said Phil Bryan. dean of admissions and registrar at the university.
According to figures he released
recently, the total enrollment for
full and part-time students was
established at 6,687, campared to
6,931 for the same time last year
— a drop of 244 students.
Although the number of fulltime students remained basically
the same. Bryan noted a decrease
in part-time and graduate
students.
The ongoing conflict between
the regents and president may
have been a primary reason for a
shift in enrollment from MSU to
Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green. The decline in
students has been felt most heavily in a region referred to as the
"trench area" --- a western Kentucky area south of Owensboro
where both schools compete
heavily.
"This year, when the .student
had been divided between Murray
State and Western, the parents
stepped in and made the student
go to Western until 'Murray got

COPY AVAILABLE j.

their house in order..
an
stated.
-I've received several phone
calls where this has been the
case," he went on to say.
Bryan remarked that a payscale ranking structure used in
Kentucky schools was one of the
reasons for the decline in parttime and graduate students at
Murray.
Another reason, he commented,
was the higher admission requirements for out-of-state
students wishing to attend MSU.
Bryan said this would hopefully
change over the long-haul. by adding more prestige to a diploma
earned at Murray.
Economic conditions are also
blamed for the current decline in
graduate students attending the
university. There are some
businessmen just not willing to
spend the money to attend
graduate school, he added.
Bryan said that the number of
junior and seniors returning to
complete their degrees was up
from past years. citing the forma- •
tion of a recent Retention committee as a contributing factor to this
upswing.
Ascording to Bryan, the larger
nuffiber of higer level students is a
sign that the Retention Committee
has been beneficial.
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Gemayel replaces slain brother

MSU ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME - Three of Murray State University's former athletes were inducted
this weekend into the school's athletic hall of fame. The trio of new hall of fame members includes (from left
Powell Puckett. shown along with Murray State Athletic Director Johnny Reagan, John Miller and Bill
Thompson.
Photo by Barry Johnson

By The Associated Press
The Lebanese Parliament today
elected Christian Amin Gemayel
to replace his slain brother as
president-elect, and Israel's
Cabinet endorsed the planned
return of 800 U.S. Marines and
other foreign peacekeepers to
Israeli-occupied west Beirut.
Israel also proposed a committee of five nations - Israel,
Lebanon. the United States, Italy
and France -- to ensure "the
bloody terror will not return" to
Beirut, where the Red Cross
recovered 160 corpses from a
massacre at two refugee camps in
the Moslem sector.
The Red Cross said it fears hundreds of victims of the slaughter,
blamed on Christian gunmen,
eventually will be found in the
camps.
In an unusual show of MoslemChristian cooperation, the 39year-old Gemayel was elected by
a vote of 77-0 in a special session of

Homecoming...

Facts and figures pertaining to the NFL strike
are released; could last as long as all season
NEW YORK 1AP
Facts and
figures of National Football
league players' strike against the
National Football League:

ON STRIKE: The 1,500
members of the NFL Players
Association against the 28 teams.
EFFECTIVE DATE: It began

Kiwanis installs Arlie Scott

•

Arlie Scott was installed at
lieutenant governor of Division 15
of the Kentucky-Tennessee
District of Kiwanis International
at the 64th annual convention in
Chattanooga.
He will assume his duties Oct. 1
for the 10-club Division 15.
Scott is a charter member of the
Kiwanis Club of Murray with 21
years perfect attendance. During
that time, he has served as president, secretary, treasurer,
member of the board of directors
and chairman of several committees. Scott also served as division
secretary for 10 years.
A professor of agriculture at
Murray State University. Scott is
married to the former Maxine
Price - and they have two

Arlie Scott
daughters - Jayne. of Louisville.
and Carolyn,of Baton Rouge. La.

Tuesday. The first game to be affected will be Thursday night's
Atlanta-Kansas City in Kansas City.
EXPECTED DURATION: It
could last one weekend or cancel
out the entire season.
NFI.PA DEMANDS: A total
package of $1.6 billion over four
years with $1.06 of that coming
from 50 percent of the club's
network-television package, plus
free agency after three years.
MANAGEMENT'S OFFER: A
total package of $1.6 billion over
five years, from whatever source
the clubs choose.
EFFECTS ON TV
COVERAGE: CBS plans to continue coverage of the season, NBC
will televise Canadian Football
League games and:, ABC will
revert to prime-tine programming. Turner Broadcasting of
Atlanta has signed a contract for a
series of games between a1l7star
teams made up of strikers.
(See related stories on Page 8,)

( Continued From Page 1
the University Center, with areas
for each academic college and
Greek organizations.
- An alumni baseball game at
Reagan Field at 10:30 a.m.
- The annual Homecoming
Alumni Smorgasbord in the
ballroom of the University Center.
beginning at 11 a.m. Reservations
are $5 a plate and may be made in
the Alumni Office in Sparks Hall
1502) 762-3737 on the campus no
later than Oct. 13.
- A reception at Oakhurst. the
president's residence, with Dr.
and Mrs. Constantine as Curris as
hosts, immediately following the
football game.
- A Homecoming Dance. at 9
a.m.in the ballroom of the University Center at no admission
charge.

Correction
The grand jury story is Saturday's edition incorrectly stated
the jury felt an elevator was needed in the Miller Courthouse Annex. The grand jury recommended an elevator be installed in the
Calloway County'Courthouse.

the 92-member Parliament, held
in the Lebanese military academy
outside Beirut. Three of the 80
deputies who attended abstained.
His election came one week
after his brother, militia commander Bashir Gemayel was killed by a bomb and troops moved into west Beirut in what Israel said
was a peacekeeping move after
the assassination.
The new president-elect spoke
in Parliament pledging to

Arnin Gernayel's main rival,
former President Camille Chamoun, withdrew Monday, saying
he was afraid Israel would try to
force a new president to sign a
peace treaty as it had done with
Bashir Gemayel.
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Reagan ups pressure
WASHINGTON AP - President Reagan, stepping up
pressure for a new settlement in
Lebanon, is warning Israel it risks
sinking "more deeply into the
quagmire" if it attempts to impose its own solutions on the wartorn country.
The president announced in a
hastily scheduled address broadcast nationwide Monday that he
was returning U.S. Marines to
Beirut as part of a multinational
peacekeeping force. France and
Italy will also contribute troops.
Reagan also said he was sending special Middle East envoy
Philip C. Habib back to Lebanon.
but "he will return promptly tc
Washington to report to me.'
Habib just completed a threemonth mission in the Middle East.
A senior administration official,
who asked that he not be further
identified, said the troops, which
completed their first Beirut mission on Sept. 10 without firing a
shot and without casualty, could
be redeployed by Thursday afternoon.
He was less certain about how
long the troops, expected to
number 800, will remain.
-It is impossible to determine
the number of days it will take for
the government of Lebanon to
judge itself under control," he
said. "It's a mistake now to say
what we think the situation will be
like 10 days from now. 20 days
from now, 30 days from -now, 40
days from now."
He said that the troops would
not go if the Israelis oppose the
move, but, "We don't expect that
to be the case."
Reagan said the Marines would
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shoulder the monumental
responsibility ... of reuniting and
reconstructing Lebanon in the
fashion my martyred brother
hoped to accomplisILL---

be deployed for -a limited
period."
"But I have concluded that
there is no alternative to their
returning to Lebanon if that country is to have a chance to stand on
its own feet," the president said.
He added that the international
force would not act as a local
police force: rather, it 'would
"make it possible for the lawful
authorities of Lebanon to
discharge those duties for
themselves."
President Francois Mitterrand
of France said in Paris the mission was to "protect the civilian
population." and to contribute to
"a return of the whole country to
the exclusive authority of the
legitimate government- of
Lebanon.
A similar multinational force
was sent to Beirut at the end of
August to oversee the departure of
Palestine 1.iberation Organization
guerrillas from west Beirut. The
overall force was made up of 2,100
troops, and a similar number was
anticipated for the renewed mission.
Reagan, who decided to send the
troops after conferring for the
fourth time in three days with his
top foreign policy advisers, was
prompted to act after the
massacre of hundreds of Palestinians in two refugee camps in
Israeli-controlled west Beirut last"
week.
Reaction in Congress to the
president's decision was mixed,
with many members expressing
reluctant support and outright opposition to sending back the
Marines.
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6THanniversary c5ale
IT IS FOLKS LIKE YOU - WHO MAKE BEING IN BUSINESS A
PLEASURE. SO NOW ON OUR 6TH ANNIVERSARY WE WANT
TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE APPRECIATION FOR THE PART
YOU HAVE PLAYED IN MAKING OUR BUSINESS WHAT IT
TODAY. WE WILL ALWAYS DO OUR BEST TO BRING YOU
QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT A FAIR PRICE.
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Movie screen to
Monte Carlo; a
Princess indeed

l.t. t
st,,rt, of a beautiful in.,
. ic star
who married the ruler of a storybook principality
has ended tragically in the untimely death of
Princess Grace of Monaco.
Born to a wealthy Irish family in Philadelphia,
Grace Kelly brought a fresh, pure look to the
screen. Her beauty and her acting ability won her a
devoted following. She won the 1954 Academy
Award as best actress for her role in "The Country
Girl" and went on to more acclaim in such films as
"High Noon" and "Rear Window."
Suddenly, in the midst of this popularity, at the
height of her career, she left the glitter of
Hollywood. The daughter of an Irish bricklayerturned-millionaire became the wife of Prince
Rainier III of Monaco, a tiny realm perched on the
shores of the French Riviera, above the Mediterranean Sea.
In Monaco, the playground of Europe's royalty
and the site of the famous Monte Carol gambling
casino and the annual Monte Carlo Rally auto race,
Princess Grace settled down to her duties as a wife
and mother, bearing the handsome prince two
daughters and a son.
Her life was rather routine for a princess and
former movie star — charity work and cultural
events. And from time to time attempts were made
to bring her back to the screen, but she shunned
them all. She had her own movie set in postagestamp Monaco with her Prince.
Then came the tragic accident. Princess Grace
was driving home from a weekend at the family's
country residence with her youngest daughter,
Stephanie, as a passenger. While maneuvering her
car along a winding road, the princess lost control
and it plunged down a 120-foot embankment and
caught fire.
Princess Stephanie was injured less severly than
her-mother, who suffered several broken bones and
died'Unexpectedly of a cerebral hemorrhage.
The courtship of Grace Kelly and her regal marriage 26 years ago created dreams for many
American girls. The romance had a special place in
their fantacies.
Now the princess is stilled by a tragic crash near
the French town of La Turbie. No kiss from her
prince can awaken her. The.world joins her family
in mourning.

Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., in his eagerness to
restore prayer on public schools and to severely
restrict abortion rights is pushing two measures
that would bruise the Constitution.
His efforts were stymied by a filibuster just
before the Senate shut down for its recess, but a
closure motion to end the filibuster will be voted on
when the senators return.
Helms doesn't like the fact that the Constitution,
as interpreted by the Supreme Court, permits abortion and prohibits officially sanctioned school
prayer. So he wants Congress to jab the high court
in two ways.
He wants Congress to declare that the court in
1973 "erred" when it ruled that women have abortion rights. He also wants Congress to assert that
"scientific evidence demonstrates" that life begins
at conception. It is an attempt to lean on the court —
to tamper with the seperation of powers and the
court's historic function of judicial review.
Even more disturbing is Helms' proposal to make
prayer cases off limits for federal courts. That
would be tanamount to repealing constitutional protections without going through the essential procedural safeguards against hasty constitutional
amendment.
Among sensible senators shocked by Helms' tactics is Mr. Conservative himself, Barry Boldwater.
R-Ariz., who said, "As much as I want my grandchildren to pray. I don't want them praying some
prayer somebody wrote."
That gets right to the crux of the matter. Any official prayer. however supposedly neutral, is bound
to offend someone's particular religious beliefs,
thereby crimping the religious freedom guaranteed
by the Constitution. Under existing laws and constitutional interpretations, anybody can quietly
pray alone in school anyway, and that's where the
matter should rest.
Helms' dangerous attempt to undermine the constitutional foundations of American freedoms must
be repudiated by every responsible member of the
Senate.
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garrotes galley

by m.c. gorrott

Those big, elephant-eared 'trees'
at the Hulse home are banana plants
If you have wondered -- as have I
-- what those elehpant-eared plants
are beside the driveway at the Pete
and Frances Hulse home at 202 North
8th Street, they are banana plants.
I've watched them and wondered
about them since they were little
things back in the spring. Now they
are almost 12 feet tall and bearing
several stalls of green bananas.
Pete was at work out in his back
yard the other day when I stopped
and got him to tell me about them.
Their son, Bob, brought the
original plants home from Florida
more than 10 years ago, Pete said,
and he and Frances "have messed
around" with them ever since, taking
them up in the fall, storing them in
the basement and putting them back
out the next spring.
I didn't know much more about
bananas than how to peel them until
Pete told me that the original plant
dies soon after it is planted and that
"shoots" spring up to grow to rather
impressive heights and produce the
bananas. There are as many as six of
these "shoots" on each of their
plants, and, sure enough, there are
small stalks of bananas — each about
6 inches in length — on some of them.
"They are barely edible, though,"
he chuckled, "although some have
told us that they would be pretty good
fried. We haven't tried that yet,
though."
•••

Along about the end of October or
early November — before the heavy
frosts fall — Pete will dig up the
plants and their rather shallow growing root balls, wash the roots
carefully and let them dry before
storing them in the basement. Then,
next spring, he'll replant them and
the banana-growing process begins
all over again.
A geologist with Texas Oil & Gas,
Bob is presently in the process of being transferred and moving fom Fort
Smith, Ark., to Tyler, Tex.
He and his dad also have eight
acres of walnut trees in a grove out in
the southwest part of the county and
which they are growing as an investment in future timber.
Keeping an eye on these along with
the banana plants as well as all the
"projects" he manages to come up
with around their attractive and
spacious home and its big lawn keeps
Pete fully occupied.
A former partner with Charles
Chuck Shuffett in Murray radio
station WNBS. Pete has been retired
since 1975.
•••
New dentist Lee Stewart. Chad and
Betty's boy, is at Pharris Island;
N.C., serving with the Navy as a
lieutenant junior grade at the sprawling Marine base. That's the
equivalent in rank of a captain in the
Army, which is &pretty good place to

start a military career. His dad sass
Lee is really enjoying his work.
Not long ago, Lee found himself
working among the molars of a
young Marine recruit.
Typical of the friendly people of
Kentucky, he struck up a conversation with the young man, asking him
where he was from, whether or not he
has gone to college and where, how
long he had been in the Marines and
other conversational chitchat such as
that.
Suddenly, he noticed a couple of big
tears welling up in the boy's eyes and
beginning to roll down his cheeks.
"Am I hurting you?" Lee asked.
straightening up.
-No," the young Marine sort of
sobbed. "You're not hurting me."
"Then why are you crying?" Lee
asked gently.
"I don't know," the boy said. "I
guess it's because what you've said
to me since I've been here."
•••
Add to Your List of Lookalikes
Lynn Richard out at Murray State
and professional golfer Curtis
Strange. I.ynn, until recently was a
counselor in the School Relations office at Murray State. but has been
playing musical chairs with Pete
Lancaster, who was in charge of the
,.. cooperative education program over
in Ordway Hall.
Until he moved to Ordway hall and
into the cooperative education job
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some months ago. Pete also was a
counselor in the School Relations office. He soon found out, bowever,that
he didn't like being cooped up in a
windowless office and out of the main
stream of the student life.
At the same time. Lynn felt he
would like to be more in contact with
people in the business world — in the
business organizations and industries — in the area,so he and Pete
simply swapped jobs.
Now, I.ynn is calling on the
business people lining up jobs for
students in the cooperative education
program. and Pete is deliriously happy back at his old desk in the Sparks
Hall office of School Relations. All's
well that ends well.
•••
After the column appeared last
Thursday dealing with the "94th Aero
Squadron" restaurant at the St.
Louis airport, I had several phone
calls informing me that it was a part
of a chain of such places, put together
by a group of former Army colonels.
It seems there is one at the
Nashville airport, another at the
Memphis airport, one at Tampa,
Fla.. and one at the Phoenix, Ariz.,
airport. That I didn't know. and appreciated the calls.
So, if Itotrohapperr by any of those
places, and feel you would like to try
one of them out, they're there, so I'm
told.
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letters to the editor
To The Editor,
On behalf of the Murray Lions
Club, I wish to express our thanks to
the citizens of Murray and Calloway
County for their generosity during
our recent Candy Day Sight Conservation project. Our appreciation is
also extended to the Ledger & Times,
WNBS, and WSJP for the excellent
coverage provided by the news
media. Thanks are also extended to
the business establishments that
allowed us to pass out candy on their
premises as well as those that
displayed announcements of the
event irl their windows. also to Dr.
Jack Rose and the Calloway County
School system for allowing us to pass
out candy near the entrance to the
Calloway County Stadium prior to
the Murray High-Calloway County
football game.
With cooperation of the individuals
mentioned and efforts of a large
number of Lions. especially Lion
Richard Tuck and his Candy Day
Committee, we succeeded in setting
record for Candy Day Collections for
the Murray Club. The Kentucky Eye
Foundation will receive $700 from the
$1400 netted from the project. The
other half of the funds will supplement our community service budget,
the largest amount of which is
budgeted to eyeglasses and eye services for needy children in our community. Candy Day, as a state-wide
project of the Kentucky Lions, is participated in by most of the approximately 230 lions Clubs in the state.
.Each participating club donates half
the receipts to Kentucky Dye Foundation and used half the funds for
local projects.
• Beca.use of the friendliness,
cooperation, and willingness to help
of the many and business of Murray
and Calloway County, participation
in service clubs and volunteers scr-

vice activities is much more pleasant
and rewarding than it would be in
less sensitive and civic-oriented community.

Thanks
County.

Murray

and

Calloway

Sincerely.
Arvin Crafton,President
Murray Lions Club

To The Editor,
My appeal to you is this, that you.
Your editorial, "What happened to
the print media folk, work to get the
your tax cut." has a certain validity
social security funds back out of the
when it comes to whether it were
budget, that you cause the so called
enough cut to write home about. But,
trust funds to be really "trust" funds,
if you either seriously, or toungue-inthat you get representation on a
cheek, suggest that it was not indeed
social security commission, not only
some sort of tax cut, you are off-base.
from the government, but also from
Millions of us who are retired acthe wage-earners. and also from the
tually did get a tax cut. Everyone
self-employed, and also from the
else also got the same, if inadequate.
employers.
tax cut. despite your mixing of apples
Strictly speaking, social security
and oranges with the Social Security
"tax" money does not belong to the
Tax. The SS tax was provided by the
government. It belongs to
Congress and President Carter — the
employees. But. it was contributed
higher rate, we mean. The tax cut
also by employers. They should have
was provided by the Congress and
a say in the management. There is no
President Reagan. The SS tax was
telling how many billions of dollars
set to go up, and it would have gone
the social security funds have lost,
up, even though there had been no
simply because there was no semitax cut for the general public, moreindependent commission with power
or-less.
to invest those funds prudently.
But all that is not the reason I'd like
Thousands of private pension funds
to take you gently to the woodshed.
have grown hugely by this manageAs you well know. the Social Security
ment which is denied the social
"Tax" should never have been termsecurity funds.
ed a tax. Speaking ethically, it was a
-Contribution to Social Security." It
Only the print media educate us on
was, is. a contribution, not properly a
public issues. You will know that the
tax. It was tied more-or-less directly
video media -keep us very igto a program which would repay in
norant." If you print people do not
some measure the investment of the
educate us, we will not be educated.
wage-earner and the employer and
long ago, you people and insurance
the covered self-employed.
companies and the banks- should
-Later. -some wise iiiks decided to
. have fought this battle to a winnmg
put the social security funds into the
finish. It may not be too late for you
budget. This would make some
people to get into it with both feet.
several congresses and a president . Certainly, you. could not
possibly
or two look better, while the social
have made, or can make, a bigger
security funds were flush with
mess than our congresses over the
money. Probably it helped to account
years have made.
for the only balanced budget in our
V cry sincerely yours.
I the retired generation
!Andel) Bagley

Ten years ago
Kim Smith, 1972 spring graduate of
Murray State University. has been
awarded a graduate teaching
assistantship in plasma physics at
University of Wisconsin, Madison.
He is the son of Mrs. Quava Smith
Honchul of Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Rema Cole,77.
The first class to graduate from
Murray Vocational School was Super
Market Checkers Class. Members
are pictured today.
Airman, William J. McGinnis, son
of Mr. and Mrs. M.D. McGinnis, has
been assigned to Lowry AFB. Colorado. after completing basic training at Lackland AFB,Texas.
Ralph L. Wilson has been named as
minister of New Concord Church of
Christ.
Twenty years ago
Public assistance payments to
Calloway Countians totalled $30,000
during the past month, the State
Department of Economic Security
announced.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nancy Chapman. 80. and Mrs. Ella Key.
75.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Ward are attending the national convention of
American Bankers Association at
Atlantic City, N.J.
Elected as officers of Murray Star
Chapter No, 433 Order of the Eastern
Star were June Crider, A.G.
Childers. Patricia Parks, Buel
Nell Robbins, Mildred Stalls, Clover
Cotham and Christine Kelly.
Serving as officers of Scotts Grove
Baptist Church WMS were
Mesdames Guy Kelly, Cletus Hubbs,
Charles Tutt, Toy Barnett, Paul
Gargus, Bill Turner, Frank
Rickman, Toy Bolen and Terry
Lawrence.
Thirty years ago
The Girl Scout cabin in the Murray
City Park is being .enlarged by the
enclosing of the porch. Al Kipp is in
charge of the work and said the cost
will be about $400 along with contributions from firms and work by
local men.
Van W. Childress, Seaman USN.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Childress, is
serving aboard Destroyer USS
Brinkley Bass which recently returned from duty in waters near Korea.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Rogers. a boy to
Burnett and Verna Mae Farley, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Black,
all on Sept. 13.
Murray High School Tigers lost to
Morganfield 13 to 6 in a football
game. This was Murray's first loss to
Morganfield in the 14 years of
rivalry.
Showing at Murray Drive-In
Theatre is ''Take Care Of My Little
Girl" starring .leanne Crain.
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Rachel Faith McDaniel born
Mr and Mrs James H McDaniel, Kt 1. Cottage
Grove, Tenn , are the parents of a daughter. Rachel
Faith, weighing four pounds 3
ounces, born
Thursday. Sept 9. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The mother is the former Sandra Davenport
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Orvis Sykes and
Mrs. Ruby Davenport, all of Parts. Tenn.

Justin Lee Maynard born

c•ntr•I cient•r 753-3314

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Maymatd. B5 Coach Estates.
are the parents of a son. Justin Lee, weighing seven
pounds 10 ounces, measuring 21 inches. born Monday. Sept. 13, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at Murray State University.
The mother, the former Vickie Chadwick. is on
leave from K-Mart.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Maynard,
Mrs. Dean Chadwick and the late T.G. Chadwick.
all of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Grover P. Jones of Murray and Mrs. Ervin
Chadwick and the late Mr. Chadwick. Dover, Tenn.

CHERI 3
ENDS MRS
LOVE DESTERY HEROISIL

INK:HON

Persons dismissed
Among the local persons recently dismissed from
area hospitals were Henry Turner from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, and Verna Farley from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Christy D. Madding born

tt II Wt vow ve whew.
RICHARD
Di t6IERF
\
AN
OFFICER
AND A
C.ENTL ERA .11

Mr. and Mrs. David Madding, Rt. 1, Farmington.
are the parents of a daughter, Christy Deanna. born
Saturday, Aug. 21, at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr, and Mrs. Dwain Yates of
Rt. 2. Wingo, and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Madding,
Rt. 7, Mayfield.

ENDS THURS

riier.„r%

Jennings graduates
Second It James H. Jennings, son of Mr. and
Mrs. O.J. Jennings III. Rt. 7 Shelbyville. and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Jennings and Mrs. M.C.
Shrader. all of Murray, graduated with honors on
Sept. 3 in the Armor Officer Basic Course at Fort
Knox. A senior accounting major at Eastern Kentucky State University, he is a member of the Richmond squadron of the 100th Army Reserve Division.
Jennings joined the 100th Division in May 1977
and completed basic training and the Army Drill
Sergeant's School. He then became the 100th Division's first Simultaneous Membership participant
as he entered the advanced corps of ROTC at
Eastern. He received his commission as second
lieutenant in May 1981 and was assigned as the executive officer for his unit at Richmond.
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Donna's Needlework

--,,11s.AMER
)/
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.

Your Counted Cross Stitch Shop

chiaetout •triket 753.331 4

202 South 4th

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

753-8373

ihmtar,

BEST BREAKFAST DEAL
IN TOWN

ENDS THURS.

THE LAST
AMERICAN VIRGIN (R)

itep Varl‘i
2 Eggs 8. 3 pc. Bacon
Choice of Pancakes or Homemade Bisc. and
Gravy
Hash Brown Potatoes
Coffee
ALL FOR ONLY
TAX INCLUDED
SERVED MON. THRU SAT, 6 TILL 11 a.m.
BOSTON TEA PARTY g.

$2.25

Si A CARLOAD TUES

HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

Kentucky convention
planned on Saturday
The Kentucky State
Dr. Dora K. Johnson
Convention of the will speak on "Myths
American Association of That Divide Us" at the
University Women will be luncheon meeting to be at
conducted in Murray on University Center. MurSaturday. Sept. 25.
ray State University.
The guest speaker, a
professor of education
and psychology at
Tuskegee University in
Alabama, has been at this
position for 11 years. She
is active in Alabama
educational and
charitable organizations
and, has worked extensively with handicapped
persons.'
The Murray Branch of
the AAUW will be host for
the state convention. Sally Du Ford is president of
Dr Dora K. Johnson
the Murray branch.

Community calendar
Tuesday.Sept. 21
Opera-Go-Round will
be at 8 p.m. in Annex
Recital Hall. Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free
and open to the public.
Carter School PTO will
meet at 7 p.m. at school.
Kentucky 1.ake
Chapter of American
Association of Medical
Assistants will meet at
7:30 p.m. in private dining room of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

Thursday,Sept. 2.1
Thursday,Sept. 23
SIDS Support Group
Zeta Department of
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
Health Center, North will have a salad supper
Seventh and Olive at 6:30 p.m. at club house.
Streets.
Chapter 50 of Disabled
Magazine Club will American Veterans and
meet at 2 p.m. at home of Auxiliary are scheduled
Lochie Hart, Payne to meet at 7 p.m. at
Street.
Legion Hall
Mothers Morning Out
Activities for senior
will be from 8:30 to 11:30 citizens will be from 10
a.m. aL Good Shepherd a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
United Methodist Church. and Doligrai Centers and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Golden Age Club will Ellis Center.
meet at 11:30 a.m. at
social hall of First United
Spouse Abuse
Methodist Church.
Workshop, sponsored by
St. John's Episcopal
Parents Anonymous Church and Murray State
will meet from 6:30 to University. will be from
8:30 p.m. For information 8:30 a.m. to noon at
call 759-1087 or 753-6089.
University Center.

Junior EToirErotluck dinner will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
Retirees of Local 1068
UAW-CIO-AFL will have
a covered dish supper at
5:30 p.m. at First Christian Church.
Murray TOP§I take off
Coldwater Baptist
Mothers Day Out will
pounds sensibly
Club Church Women will meet
be at 9 a.m. at First Bapwill meet at 7 p.m. at at 7
p.m. at church.
tist Church
Health Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. at
St
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
Census for Wednesday, 4022 North First St.; Jarp.m. at lodge hall.
Sept. 15, at Murray- rell Dennis Glisson, 710
Music Department of
Calloway County E. Wood, Paris, Tenn.;
Murray Woman's Club
Hospital included 165 Jack Fowler, Rt. 1, Almo.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
adults and nine in
Soy Berry, Rt. 3, Clinclub house.
nursery.
ton: Irma Bucy, Rt. I,
Murray Optimist Club
Newborn admissions Puryear, Tenn.: Eva E.
will meet at 6 p.m. at were Shanna Henson and Ross,
1311 Olive St.;
Joe's Family Restaurant. baby boy, Rt. 9, Benton, Joseph
A. Olson, Rr. 1,
Bethel Baptist Bible and Sandra Thompson Benton; John T. Davie,
Study will be at 6 p.m. at and baby girl. Rt. 1. Fan- Rt. 4, Hickman: Ronda
home of David and cy: Farm.
Fitts, 316 South Ninth St.:
Dismissals were as Amy E. Blanc, Rt. 8.
Aleshia Cunningham.
Clifford R. Stenstrom,
Singles Class will meet follows:
Jeremy R. Marshall, Hamlin; Elma Faye Grifat 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Rt. 1, Hardin; Gena fin, 201 Cleveland,
Poplar Church of Christ.
Wilson, Rt. 3; Linda Mayfield; Goldie C. Cole,
ESA Alpha Mu Chapter
will meet at 7 p.m. at Lane, 1505 B Clayshire: 508 South Eighth St.:
home of Jean Fleming. Martha Jeane Kendall. 'Rossevelt Paschall, Rt. 2,
Rt. 1, Springville. Tenn.; Puryear. Tenn.; Alice
1005 Westels.
Juanita 1.. Pritchett, Rt. Parker, Rt. 1, Paris,
Wednesday,Sept. 22
1, Dexter; Marth E. Tenn.; Clara Eagle, Ill
Hazel and Douglas
Bohannon, Rt. 1, Hickory.
Centers will be open from
Kirksey; Phyllis Perkins, 'Hiram Crittendon, Rt.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for- acRt. 1, Dexter.
1, Almo; 'S'ernie Howard,
tivities by senior citizenS.
Ethan Crum, Rt., 1. 1415 Vine St.; Clayton
—_
Make Today Count will 'Alma; Donnie Hargrove, Fulton. Rt. 3; James W.
meet at 1:30 p.m. in third Rt. 1. Dexter; Kathy S. McCuiston I expired> Rt.
floor classroom of Spradling, El9 Fox 5; Willie Mae Richardson
Murray-Calloway County Meadows; Brenda Rudy, (expired I 506 College St.,
Hospital.
Rt. 4: Trois V. Perry, South Fulton. Tenn.

Newborns, dismissals \
listed at the hospital

COOKING SCHOOL
SPECIAL
GOOD ALL DAT
THURS., SEPT. 13

COUNTERTOP
MICROWAVE

OVEN
ALL DRESSES

DRESSY BLOUSES

25% OFF

25% OFF
Regularly from $19

• Cooks fast
time or
temperature
• Three power
levels
• Includes a cornprebens,ve easyto-understand
Microwave Guide
& Cookbook
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SEE G.E. NOME ECONOMIST THIS
THURSDAY 7: PM IN OUR STORE

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

111111=1•11

Corduroy & Dress PANTS

CORDUROY BLAZERS

25% OFF

$5 OFF
Regularly $24 NOW $19

112 PRICE
WHITE OR YELLOW 10K GOLD

SWEATER SALE
STADIUMS & JACKETS

25% OFF
Values

LJ

Buy one sweater at current price.
get second sweater OF EQUAL VALUE
OR LESS at 1/2 price!
Includes entire stock of sweaters!
Choose from a wide selection of
embroideries, handknits. jacquards.
fur blends. shetlands, cardigans,
and vests.

JEANS & PANTS

$5 OFF
Values up to $33

MAURICES

WERE

SAVE
50% Now!

$600

Layaway or
Charge it!

$
NOW
DIRECT DIAMOND DISTINBUTORS

COM I

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune

Fridays until 8 p.m.

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

JEWELLI6

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center.

Firl Imp
Bel Air
HOURS:
95
41111MIIIMIR

1'51.1 ; 1 1111 Mt tilt Si . kx..1.11..11014.1i

Couple plans December wedding

'
LIMB

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Mason Francis of Katy:.
Texas, announce the
engagement of their
daughter, Jennifer
Janice, to William
Wesley Furgerson, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Wesley Furgerson of Murray.
The bride-elect currently is attending the
University of Houston
where she will be completing a Bachelor of
Science degree in
mathematics in May.
Miss Francis is the
grandddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.B. Barnes of
Gainsvlle, Texas, and of
Mr. and Mrs. W.C. Francis of Davis, Okla.
The groom-elect is a
graduate of Murray State
University with a
Bachelor of Science
degree in business administration and finance.
He is employed with the
Max Grigsby Co., of
Houston. Texas, as a project manager.
Mr. Furgerson is the
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. RAI. Hood and
of the late Mr. and Mrs.
G.W. Furgerson, all of
Murray.
A December wedding is
planned.
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Rainey'3 2ay

with the particujar
title alctutecture. you find just great '
quantities of fine structures in
close proximity to one another.
By Rainey Apperson
A perfect replica of -Tara"
from "Gone With the Wind" is
nan's, or dinner at Antoine's You there on St. Charles Avenue, also
will find the freshest fish, lump Tulane University and Loyola
One definite conclusion may be crabmeat and all kinds
of seafood. University, a fine old Roman
drawn from our recent visit to
The Creoles are superb cooks Catholic College.
New Orleans - you should begin featuring
gumbo, p0-boy sandIf you go to New Orleans, don't
to understand New Orleans by wiches, red beans
and rice on miss a ride on the street cars. The
meeting the pigeons on Jackson Monday — always.
This tradition famous Street Car named Desire
Square rather than the sleezy started when
the Creole mother is still in operation.
parts seen through the doors on spent all day Monday
washing, so
You can't speak of New Orleans
Bourbon Street. New Orleans is a she put a pot of red
kidney beans and omit the Super Dome. The
city you want to have a love affair on the stove to cook
as she wash- residents of their fair city are very
with and DO!
ed. When noon-time came, she ad- proud of this fine structure that
So many images of New Orleans ded rice, and the
family meal was seats about 85,000 spectators for
exist that it is hard to look beyond ready.
all sports events. Their very own
-- to what gives the city its special
After seeing Jackson Square. St. Saints are in session right now.
character.
Louis Cathedral. St. I.ouis
I am sorry to say on Monday,
The French Quarter, with its Cemetery and Audubon
Zoological my sightseeing day, the New ,
' nightclubs, shopping, food and at- Garden, our tour
guide ( a darling Orleans Museum of Art was closmosphere," is special. Antique French Creole young
miss ) con- ed so I was unable to see the
stores line the area.
ducted us to the American settled wonderful "Search For AlexFresh seafood is found in every part of the city
— the famous ander."
corner. The restaurants are Garden District,
September. among other things.
featuring St.
famous the world over -- take Charles Avenue. What
a sight — brings an end to summer, and
your choice among Arnaud's. the leaded glass front
doors with what better way to end it than a
Pontchartrain, Galatatoire's, the chandeliers shining.
visit to that city on the Mighty I
Gumbo Shop. Breakfast at BrenThere in the Garden District Mississinni

"Improinptu" by B.J.
Young and "Private
Wars" by James Mcl.ure
Jennifer Janice roncis
are the plays which will
to marry William Wesley Furgerson, Jr
be presented in the first
studio production of the
year by the Murray State
University Theatre on
Friday,Sept. 24.
Any manager in
Seminar participants and refreshment breaks.
Both shows are studentbusiness, industry, will earn-.6 CEUs (ContiAnyone who wishes to directed in the program
government or education nuing Education Units I. register or to obtain addi- to begin at 7 p.m.
in the
who has employee selec- The seminar fee of $95 for tional information about Robert E.
Johnson
tion responsibility and one registrant or $85 each the seminar may call the Theatre of
the Price
any staff person who par- for two or more people Office of Conferences and Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
ticipateg in selection deci- from the same organiza- Continuing Education at
Mary' Beth Price, Clay
sions may find the tion includes tuition, all •Murray State University senior, will.
direct "Imseminar of benefit.
seminar materials, lunch at 762-2716.
promptu" and Kristy
Calman, Sturgis senior,
Topics to be addressed
will direct "Private
during the seminar will
Wars."
include such subjects as
Cast members for "Impreparation for an interpromptu" are Gene Biby•,
view. establishing • raprecently organized Jerome 'a Catholic
port, structure and control. mechanics and inter- Purchase Area Singles Church, Fancy Farm.
Membership in the Purpreting interview in- Society I PASS) met for a
potluck dinner on Sunday chase Area Singles
formation.
Socieevening, Sept.. 19, at No- ty is open to single
adults
Lewis Plane, manager ble Park,Paducah.
between the ages of 25
of executive search and
Attending the event the and 45. For additional
inplacement with Mead following:
formation contact Ms.
1 ohnson Co., of
Janet W. Mitchell of Mitchell at 753-9280 or
Evansville. Ind., will con- Murra): Sandy Foust of
762-6868.
duct the seminar. He has Benton; Kathy Copeland
considerable experience of Mayfield; Roger
DUCK DIVES
interviewing non-exempt, Trevino of Columbus:
When a duck dives
professional, scientific Shelbi Stations of Ledbet- underwater, its heartbeat
and executive job can- ter: Kent Sawnage of slows to less than half the
didates and has con- Smithland; Betty Brower normal rate in order to
(Milt
ducted several programs of Arlington; Joe Clift of conserve oxygen.
on interviewing.
Princeton: David
Donglas of Water Valley;
FULL SERVICE
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Connie Rimer, Linda
SALON
Stoops, Kim Harper and
Manicure
Pedicure
99' Special For Kids
Margret Henley of ClinWaxing'
far Piercing
and defeated Nancy ton; Bruce Bradford and
Skin
Care
Porcelain
Nails
Whitmer and Sharron Brenda Marshall of West
Wednesday 11AM-10PM
Hair Coloring
Brown in straight sets.
re• cat r esr mix *eV at NM bt tild price
Paducah; Robert Kean,
Petal
tights it Glistening
Mrs. Billington and J.T. Richardson. Melanie
Mrs. Marquardt had Chapman, John Gerber.
reached the final bracket Betty Scott and Dave
with a 6-3, 6-1 first-round Richer of Paducah.
win over Janna Hughes
The next meeting of the
UTY
and Rainey Apperson club will be Saturday:.
SALON
before rallying after the Sept. 25, at 4 p.m. at St. 1600 Dodson
first set to defeat Andrea
Hogancamp and Patsy
Miller 1-6. 6-1 and 7-5 in
the second round.
The consolation award
was won by Mrs. Hughes
and Mrs. Apperson.
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Tennis winners named
Judy Carroll and Patsy
Oakley are the 1982
champions of the ladies'
Group A tennis group at
the Murray Country Club.
The two last Friday
defeated Peggy Billington and Brenda Marquardt 6-7, 6-2 and 64 to
win the two-week
elimination tournament.
En route to the championship, Mrs. Carroll
and Mrs. Oakley had
received a first-round
forfeit from Sue Overbey
and Jearietta Williams

NEW TRENDS IN TABLETOP"

At no other time in our history has the United
States been affected in dining habits as it is today
In addition to the influence of other countries the
Mulkeytown, Ill.,
automobile has mode it possible to dine away from
freshman; Steve Oates,
home and electricity has not only affected cooking
Marion junior; Jami
but has also mode possible a gourmet meal from
Leslie, Carbondale, Ill..
the deep freeze.
senior; and I.isa
The benefits of outdoor borbeque has turned our
Heussner, Mayfield
notion into one of a relaxed dining era and the
junior.
micro wave oven has created a new way of life for
Students in the cast of r cooking
chores.
"Private Wars" are Tom
The invention of the microwave has caused
Hood, Owensboro
manufacturers to create new designs it'
freshman; Camm
dinnerware, and smaller dwellings such as
Swigert, Shelbyville
apartments and mobile homes has created the need
senior; and Joey Lester.
for multi purpose eating utensils and smaller
Louisville freshman.
shaped items.
Admission is $1 per perFashions in tabletop are lust as varied as in
son or by season ticket.
fashions of clothing. Women can find the desired
Additional information
items for their homes with a wide range of choices
about the shows or the upand budgets can be followed.
coming theatre season
The focus on tabletop fashion seems to be on the
may be obtained by callcountry look with the emphasis bringing us back to
ing the Murray State
the 'good ole days.. One popular look is that of
University Theatre at
7674421.
mixing patterns from brightly printed florals to the
solidly of white to form a comfortable look with
the appeal of high fashion.
Linens play a very important roll in the way a
table appears. The right cloth, placemot or napkin
will make or break how the dinnerware looks when
you set the table. Being creative with colors
shapes and prints con liven up on otherwise
ordinary set of dishes.
One new trend is matching cookware for a
complete kitchen appearance. Handled flatware
and printed crystal that matches dinnerware has
been around for a few years and still holds o very
appealing look for completing you table.
My next few articles will deal with crystal
flatware pottery and china what they ore mode of
With Garlic Bread
and how each could benefit your .some
Salad 59' Extra
Congratulations to the winners and all the girls who
free Refills On Drinks
.participated in the table top display contest!

'Effective Interviewing'seminar to be Thursday
A one-day seminar titled "Effective Interviewing" will be offered by
Murray State University
on Thursday,Sept. 23.
Designed to help
managers in developing
their interviewing skills,
the seminar will be from
9 a.nri. to 4:30 p.m. at the
University Center on
campus.
Co-sponsored by the Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education
and the Waterfield Center
for Business and Governmental Research, the
seminar will encourage
participants to evaluate
their own interviewing
style and will provide
techniques for improving
that style.
Emphasis will be placed on identifying job
specifications and personal relquirements in
matching the abilities of
job candidates with the
needs of the business
organization.
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Knitting Stand
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Season hangs in balance as players call strike
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK o API —
Striking players and
team owners both say
they are willing to lose
the rest of the National
Football League season if
it means winning at the
bargaining table.
Fans. dismayed by the
first regular-season
strike in the sport's
history, are about to be
barraged with Canadian
and college football,
along with movies, as
television networks
scramble to fill the air
time.
Gene Upshaw. president of the 1,500-member
NFL Players Association, announced the strike
Monday after the union's
executive committee
voted unanimously in
favor of a walkout. The
strike began about eight
hours later, after the
Green Bay Packers beat
the New York Giants 2719 to complete the
season's second week.
"At the conclusion of
tonight's game, the
league will be struck."
Upshaw, a Los Angeles
Raiders guard, said Monday. "No practices, no
workouts, no games will
be played until management engages in goodfaith bargaining.He later added the
players were ready to
hold out "one day longer
than management."
But Jack Donlan, executive director of the
NFL Management Council, countered that team

owners were prepared to
"go as long as necessary.
including the entire
season, to prove their
point."
He made his remarks
after a Monday night
meeting of the owners'
executive committee.
held in New York.
The first game to be affected by the strike will
be Thursday night. when
the Atlanta Falcons were
scheduled to play in Kansas City against the
Chiefs. ABC, which was
to televise the game, announced it will instead
show Peter Falk in "The
Cheap Detective."
It's the second time in
Just over a year that a
strike has interrupted
American professional
sports. Baseball players
struck last summer for 50
days in a dispute over
free agency. NFL players
staged two training-camp
strikes. in 1970 and 1974.
The football strike
centers on money and
how the NFL's billiondollar income should be
distributed.
Players, who originally
sought 55 percent of the
gross revenues of the
NFL's 28 teams —
estimated at $3.6 billion
over five years — changed their stand last Friday
and asked for 50 percent
of the clubs' $2.1 billion
television contract. plus a
minimum-wage scale
based on length of service. The proposed contract would run for four
years, as opposed to the

five-year pact offered by
the owners.
Donlan says owners are
"unalterably opposed" to
guaranteed percentages
and wage scales for the
players They have offered a package containing $10,000-a -year
bonuses for veterans.
plus base salary hikes.
Both sides have reached basic agreement on
how much a new contract
should cost — $1.6 billion.
The length of the contract, where the money
comes from and how it
will divided are the sticking points.
Ed Garvey, executive
director of the NFLPA,
said he hoped the strike
"will force the owners to
start bargaining in good
faith."
Mark Murphy, a
member of the union's executive committee and a
Washington Redskins
defensive back, said it
was "vital" for NFL
Commissioner Pete
Rozelle to step into the
talks. Rozelle so far has
not participated in the
bargaining, and Donlan
said Monday night that
the commissioner should
remain on the sidelines.
Negotiations between
the management council
and the players union
broke off Friday and On
further talks were
scheduled.
-I knew it was coming," said George S.
Halas Sr., the Chicago
Bears' 87-year-old owner
and the last surviving
founder of the NFL.

-I'm sorry to see it, of New Orleans player
course," he said Monday representative, advised
as he signed the team's the Saints Monday night
last prestrike paychecks. to be prepared to sit out
-And so are the players the whole season.
He said he expected his
— or so they will be."
teammates to soon "scatOwners, players and ter like quail."
fans speculated on how
Some fans were angry
long the strike would last.
with the strike.
"That could be the
"I resent the fact
season." said San Diego they're playing with my
Chargers owner Gene days off." said Randy
Klein, a member of the Turley, a credit superowners' executive com- visor from Plum Boro,
mittee.
Pa. "I don't sympathize
Russell Erxleben, the with either side."

At the Packers-Giants
game, a rain-soaked
crowd of 68,405 booed the
two teams as they met at
midfield for a pregame
solidarity handshake. A
banner at Giants Stadium
invoked the memory of
fornier New York football
greats with the words,
Hufff, Gifford
and Robustelli ... Real
Giants Don't Strike."
Some players remained
hopeful that the strike
could be resolved quickly, possibly in time for

"It means too much to
people to have football on
Sunday afternoons and
Monday nights. And I

know what it means to
me."
Added Matt Blair, the
Pro Bowl linebacker of
the Minnesota Vikings,
"I've got a feeling we're
going to play Sunday."
At least two members
of the Los Angeles Rams,
tight end Mike Barber
and offensive guard Bill
Bain, said they would not
strike.
"I'm against what they
the players are going
for," Barber said.
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NFL player strike is only skin deep
By WILL GRIMSLE Y
AP Special Correspondent
The pro football players' strike is more than just
another labor-management standoff and temporary inconvienence to armchair quarterbacks
it marks a significant new trend in bigtime sports.
The gold rush is on. The players are determined
not to be left lagging in the race for the mother lode
- the rich vein of TV monies now flowing from the
three commercial networks and the mushrooming
cable systems. all offering fortunes to fill empty
screens.
The National Football League Players Association has taken the initiative in flatly demanding half
a slice of the TV loot. You can bet that major league
baseball, basketball and hockey players are watching developments with intense interest.
In fact, almost unnoticed by the media, a suit has
been filed in the U.S. District Court in Chicago
which may have far-reaching consequences for
every sport which subjects itself to the big, rich and
roving TV eve.
•

this week's games.
"I hope those two
gentlemen o Garvey and
Donlan find a nice, dark
room somewhere and
lock themselves in and
get the thing settled in a
hurry because the
American people don't
need a football strike,"
said Cris Collinsworth of
the Cincinnati Bengals.

-•

The suit was filed by the Major League Player
Relations Committee, headed by Ray Grebey, who
went head-to-head with Marvin Miller, executive
director of the baseball players' association in last
year's midsummer baseball strike.
"We learned that the players were seeking to
establish full ownership of their 'picture, number,
and likeness' and the legal right to claim a fixed
percentage of the proceeds every time they are
shown on television," Grebey said.
"We don't think that is realistic, so we,the Player
Relations Committee, filed suit, asking for a
declaratory judgment. We chose Chicago because
we were meeting there at the time, and it is a convienent location for our scattered owners.
"The judge- is taking depositions and scheduling
witnesses. We expect a decision early next year. It
should be interesting."
In leading up to the contract talks, the NFL
Players Association, led by Executive Director Ed
Garvey, put out a slick 64-page brochure which laid
its motives bare.

On the cover, in streamer-size type,it threw down
the challenge:
-Q. Why a percentage of the gross?
"A: Because we are the game."
Inside, it laid out graphically why it thought the
players should get 55 per cent of the clubs' gross
revenues, which would be apportioned according to
seniority, position, and performance.
The owners said they had no intention of turning
over their business to their helmeted employees,
whereupon the players moderated their demands
by asking for half of the $2.1 billion TV revenues
over the next five years from NBC,CBS,and ABC.
The owners quickly said, "No sale." But it
became obvious that it was the TV gold chest which
whetted the players' appetite.
They want their share, which, under the premise
that they provide the show. Garvey likens the
gridiron warriors to fighters such as Muhammad
Ali and Sugar Ray Leonard, who get as much as 75
per cent of the gross, or entertainers like Barry
Manilow and Paul Newman

Without top runner
Lakers place 11th
Calloway County's boys
cross country team competed against 31 teams in
the Antioch High Invitational in Nashville, Saturday, and placed 11th
overall.
Teams from Tennessee, Alabama and
four from Kentucky were
represented in the midSouth competition.
Running without their
lead runner, Paul Vought
who is sidelined with

Tuesday Calloway
travels to a multi-team
meet at Lake Barkley,
hosted by Trigg County.

MSU cross country
teams battle at UK
Invitational meet

Eastern fullback defects to increase study timecorlwYteatIsteavcerin
RICHMOND, Ky. AP and his assistants haven't
Sutkamp, a junior from studying and trying to "never finished a season chance to play on na- Eastern Kentucky given up, that they will Bellevue, dropped the practice football he's not since he's been at tional television, you
coach Roy Kidd is hoping attempt to "work out bomb late last week. Kidd getting enough time to Eastern."
have to take it," Kidd
to work out an arrange- something, maybe give said Sutkamp told him study what he wants to do
Kidd said he is worried said, referring to a plannment that will persuade him some time off when he's not been able to find in life once he about scheduling later in ed telecast of the Murray
starting fullback Jon he needs it."
enough time to study for graduates."
the season, but the pro- game by WTBS-TV, an
Sutkamp to rejoin the
"I don't think I've ever pre-med courses and that
Eastern, 2-0, plays Ohio blem also is a bonus.
Atlanta-based cable
team.
had anything hit me so he believed the only way Valley Conference foe
"We play Western on television concern.
Kidd says he was stunn- hard,- the Colonels coach to find time would be to Akron on the road this ( a) Saturday and then
The national exposure,
ed when Sutkamp decid- said. "We're really in a quit the team.
weekend.
turn around on Thursday he said. "helps recruiting
ed to quit in order to con- tough situation right now.
"It's pretty hard to
Sutkamp's backup at and play Murray.
and it's helped us in
centrate on his studies.
We don't know what to do figure it out," Kidd said. fullback is Nick Yeast,
"I don't like it but recruiting in the last
But Kidd said that he at fullback.-Jon just felt like with but Kidd said Yeast has anytime s ou have a three years."

strained tendons in his
ankle. the Lakers rallied
behind Barry Knight's
27th place finish. Mike
Wicker was 47th with
other scoring support
from Darrell Har..rls,
( 81st o, Mike Harlan
( 83rd and Mark Thorn
(100).

to Lexington, Saturday to
battle ui the University of
Kentucky Invitational.

The Racer harriers
finished 6th among 13
teams while the Lady
Racers placed 11th. East
Tennessee won the men's
competition with 26
points while the Universit3, of Tennessee won the
women's race with 26
points also.

_
I3-

Gary Ribbons finished
16th overall to pace the
Racers while his teammates Rob Hyten (25th),
William Jordan (53rd),
Jeff Stipp (54th) and
Damon Geiger (56th)
rounded out the MSU
scoring.
The Lady Racers were
led by Dianne Stewart
( 52nd), Valerie Caraotta
83rd), Cara O'Brien
( 84th), Deanna Dennison
87th
and Erlinthia
Miller o 90th
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Please join us

MURR Al BASS CLUB

ANNUAL FISH FRY
All You Can Eat"
Center Pavilion
New City Park
4:00-8:00 p.m.

(

WOMEN'S Self-Defense Day Classes
Jong Lee TAE KWON DO
(Standing firm in Jesus Christ)

Starting Oct. 1st, classes for the young and young thinkers
Women, Co-Eds, & Pee Wee Boys & Girls (4-12)
(Morning 8. Evening Classes)

THE MOVIE STORE
Videocassette Rentals —
901.64 4-1 003

24.0 Tyson Aye., Paris, TN
,04111111111104MMIK

/.11•=1.4•

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Saturday, Sept. 25th
4:00-8:00

LD CD

OL

Advance Tickets
$o 3.75 Adult
S 2.75 Child
At The Gate
$4.25
S3.25
ADVANCE TICKETS MAY BE PURCHASED AT:
JERRY'S RESTAURANT
MURRAY AUTO PARTS
• KY. LAKE OIL CO.
UNCLE JEFF'S SPT. GOODS
•
MACK MACK
BLACK'S DECORATING CENTER
OR FROM ANY MEMBER OF MURRAY BASS CLUB

a/At
-1
C.1

DON WRIGHT
Is? Degree (I.T.F. W.T.F.)
Instructor 759 -4906
MSU Graduate-former cheerleader
Trained for over 4 yrs.
COST PER MONTH $15

fta

P.

2

JIBL

-•

Location: Near University Day Care Center,
South of the Library on Olive St.
across from Ordway Hall.
for greater peace of mond and happiness through training for self defense
feetwori Do will thoroughly increase muscle tone fleasility mind and body coordmotron
self control physical and mental rood:honing and weight lost weight control
Protection againsi Rept bl Robbery Abuse
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SIGN UP CONTACT DON WRIGHT, 759
4906 after 9:30 p.m
For other CIa
(Male or Female) and other age groups contact
Dan lauby (Chief Instructor) 753-7524.

1980 Chevy Scottsdale Pick-Up
Doesel-Long Bed, 2-tone red, rally wheels.
AM radio, power steering, power brakes,
sliding rear window

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617
641 5, Murray
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will give St. Louts its first
divisional title in history.
In other NI.action Monday, Houston edged
Atlanta 4-3, while
Chicago topped Pittsburgh 3-1. Rain washed
out the Montreal-New
York contest at Shea
Stadium.
If we win tomorrow, it
will put serious pressure
on them," Cardinal third
baseman Ken Oberkfell
said of Philadelphia,
which has lost seven of
nine coming into tonight's
game at Busch Stadium.
"It's exciting. It will be a
big game. The fans are
getting revved up. It's
like a 10th player on our
side."
"Probably our starting
pitching over the last nine
games has been the best
I've ever seen," said Cardinal Manager Whitey
Herzog. In their last eight
contests, the Cards'

starters have given up
seven runs.
"I just try to do my
best. Right now I'm giving it 200 percent," said
Andujar, 14-10, who pitched the first 62-3 innings.
Sutter came on in the
seventh to post his
league-leading 39th save.
George Hendrick's tworun fifth-inning double off
John Denny, 0-2, was the
game's decisive hit.
"I felt that we had a
real good chance of winning a championship. I'm
not saying we're out of it
yet," Phillie skipper Pat
Coralles said. "I've seen
strange things happen in
this game."
Astros 4, Braves 3
While the Cards were
assuming a commanding
position in the NI. East
race, the Braves, who led
the NI. West by as many
as nine games in late July, fell three full games
behind first-place Los

Angeles with 12 games to
play.
Dickie Thon's ninthinning double to leftcenter off reliever Gene
Garber, 7-9, won the
game for the fifth-place
Astros.
"This was the toughest
loss of the season for us,"
said Atlanta's Jerry
Royster. "It's late in the
season, and we had a
chance to pick up a half
game. It's real tough to
take."
"I'd much rather be in
our position than the
Astros'," said Atlanta
manager Joe Torre.
"They are relaxed and
have nothing to lose.
We've been picking
ourselves up off the floor
all season. Any time you
lose in the last 12 or 13
games, it's tough. Every
loss is monumental and
very critical to our pennant hopes."
Cubs 3, Pirates 1

Dicki, Noles. 9-12.
doubled and scored a run
to back his own pitching.
as he scattered five hits
and struck out eight in
seven innings of work
Dick Tidrow earned his
sixth save as the Cubs
won their fifth straight
game.
The Cubs' last loss
prior to the winning
streak was a 15-5 drubbing to Pittsburgh in which
Notes was the losing pitcher.
told Bo (Cubs shortstop Larry Bokva ) I was
feeling like part of the
team again," Notes said.
"I was mostly joking, but
I lost the last game this
team has lost in a while
and it was nice to come
back."
"He had the best stuff
I've ever seen him have,
and he's won some big
ballgames, " said Pittsburgh manager Chuck
Tanner.

The best person to see about
HEALTH INSURANCE may be your
Law A good car, home and life agent!
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By The Associated Press
With two outs and two
strikes on their last hitter
in the ninth inning, the
Milwaukee Brewers looked just about dead.
Then Ben Oglivie
brought them to life.
"This has to be one of
the greatest moments of
my career because it
meant so much to this
team," said Oglivie after
his dramatic home run On
an 0-2 pitch from Dennis
Eckersley tied the game
3-3 in the ninth against
the Boston Red Sox Monday night.
After Oglivie rescued
the Brewers, they won it
4-3 in the 11th on Gorman
Thomas'sacrifice fly.
"We could've been only
one up, but we're still two
up, and that's very nice,"
said Oglivie, whose
Brewers maintained a
two-game lead in the
American Leagne East
over the Baltimore
Orioles, 3-1 winners over
the Detroit Tigers.
Meanwhile, the California Angels beat the Kansas City Royals 3-2 to take
over sole possession of
the lead in the Al. West.
The two teams had been
tied for first going into
Monday night's opener of
their big, three-game
series.
In other Al. action,
Minnesota defeated
Toronto 4-1, Texas belted
Oakland 10-3 and Seattle
trimmed Chicago 5-2.
Rain postponed the
Cleveland-New York
game.
Robin Yount beat out a
single to open the
Milwaukee 11th off

reliever Hob. Stanio . II7. Cecil Cooper' followed
with a single and Ted
Simmons' sacrifice moved both runners up. After
Ogilvie was intentionally
walked to load the bases,
Thomas, who earlier hit
his 38th homer, delivered
his game -winning
sacrifice fly.
Oglivie's game-tying
homer, his 31st, was one
of only seven hits off
Eckersley.
"With the count 0-2, I
had to be ready for
anything in that situation," said Ogilvie. "I
knew he might want to
waste a pitch, -but I
couldn't let anything go
by."
•
Pete Vuckovich, 18-4,
went the distance for his
eighth straight victory,
tying a club victory. He
scattered 11 hits, walked
four and struck out two.
"There's no one I'd
rather have out there in a
big game than Vuke,"
said Thomas. -He's just
awesome."
Orioles 3,Tigers 1
John Lowenstein's tworun homer in the ninth inning lifted Baltimore
over Detroit. It was the
G
Complete
Glass
We install Auto Glass and
Store Fronts & insulated
glass. We fix storm
windows, doors and screens
and cut glass table tops
mirrors and windows.
We also repair and replace
patio door glass.
753 01800' 7 5 3 2 7 98
8 1 6 Coldwater Rd.

High School Football
LEXINGTON. IC> AP.
H.,.. arr
the ranked teams m ark class of Kentacky high school fouttall. with first
place votes in p•renthese, on, ords and
Wel pawns

Thu A?AP Tip Timely
: Vie Top Twenty trams in Tr
. .wasted Press college football poll
.
.. 1th first-place votes in parentheses.
; mon records add total points Points
.),ed on 311511.17-16-15-11-13-12.11-10341;43-43-11
: %Washington ' . 2-611
1.045
2 Nebraska • 121
2.60
:all.
1 Pitt le ,
240
419
4 Alabama • 81
240
945
5 Florida
244)
832
6 Southern Mothdst2-0-0
8'"
7 Georgia
2410
713
I Penn State
3-0-0
732
9 Arkansas
2410
595
10 Notre Dame
140
530
11 North Carolina I -I.0
ea
12 Un.A
24-0
474
13 Ohio State
457
24-0 14 Ankona Stale
34-0
437
15 Wed Virginia
240
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16 Mianu. Fla
2-1.0
350
17 Teus
I-0-0
195
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178
1-1-0
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3-0-0
159
Si Michigan
1-1.0
146

27th victory in 32 games
for the red-hot Orioles.
Lowenstein's blow, only the sixth hit off Jack
Morris, 16-16, followed a
leadoff single by Eddie
Murray.
Sammy Stewart, 9-7,
pitched the ninth inning
in relief of Jim Palmer to
earn the victory.
The Tiger had taken a
1-0 lead in the first on
Larry Herndon's RBI
double but the Orioles
tied it in the eighth when
pinch-runner John Shelby
scored from third on a
double-play grounder by
Terry Crowley.
Angels 3, Royals 2
Tim Foli's two-out
homer in the fifth inning
snapped a 1-1 tie and
Geoff Zahn won his 17th
game as California beat
Kansas City. The two
teams entered the series
with identical 84-65
records.
Zahn, 17-8, gave up
eight hits, walked four
and struck out two before
needing relief help in the
ninth from Luis Sanchez,
who gained his third save
after giving up John
Wathan's RBI grounder.
, Foil's blast broke up a

Football Loupe
.1./nerican Conference

"0'.. .6141.
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pitchers' duel between
left-handed aces Zahn
and Larry Gura, 17-11,
giving the Angels a 2-1
lead.
They scored their eventual winning run in the
seventh inning as Bobby
Grich led off with a walk,
took second on Bob
Boone's sacrifice and,
after Foli reached first on
shortstop
U.I..Washington's throwing error, scored on Ron
Jackson's double.
Twins 4, Blue Jays 1
Randy Bush drove in
three runs with two
homers to lead Minnesota
over Toronto. Bobby
Castillo, 11-11, scattered
nine hits before needing'
relief help in the ninth inning from Ron Davis,
who recorded his 21st
save.
The Twins took a 1-0
lead in the third on a runscoring single by Kent
Hrbek, his 86th of the
season, tops on the Twins.
Bush made it 2-0 wvith his
third homer of the season
in the fourth and added a
two-run shot in the
eighth, both off loser I.uis
Leal, 11-14.
Toronto's only run

came on a homer in the
sixth by Jesse Barfield,
his 15th.
Rangers 10, A's 3
Mike Richardt's threerun homer and Buddy
Bell's two-run triple
sparked a six-run first inning that carried Texas
over Oakland.
Left-hander Frank
Tanana, 7-18, snapped a
personal five-game losing
streak with the victory,
allowing solo homers to
Rickey Henderson,
Kelvin Moore and Mike
Heath before getting
relief help in the eighth
from Danny Darwin.
Mariners 5, White Sox 2
Joe Simpson scored
once and drove in the goahead run with an infield
single in the fifth inning
as Seattle downed
Chicago.
Bryan Clark, 4-2,
struck out five over 52-3
innings.
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Cardinal countdown begins with 12
,By The Associated Press
With 12 gatnes to go,
it's possible to start putting the words "St. Louis
Cardinals" and "magic
number" in the same
sentence. But just eight
days ago, the Redbirds
were a half-game out of
first place, having lost
seven out of ten games.
Then came the streak.
Seven days. Eight games.
Eight victories. And suddenly, the magic number
is eight.
Behind a combined
nine-hitter by Joaquin
Andujar and Bruce Sutter, the Cards won their
eighth straight game
Monday night, beating
the Philadelphia Phillies
4-1. They extended their
lead in the National
League East to 5 2 games
over second -place
Philadelphia, and any
combination of Cardinal
victories and Phillie
losses adding up to eight

,
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NEW YORK 1AP) —
Paul Molitor of the
Milwaukee Brewers, who
batted .429 last week, was
named American League
Player of the Week,

NEW YORK (AP) —
Relief pitcher Bruce Sutter of the St. Louis Cardinals was named National League Player of
the Week after posting
one victory and twosaves.
I
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Right Power! Right Bar!
Right Price! Tanaka!
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Tanaka's ECS 505 is o 3 0
chain
CID
sow
equipped
standard with a 20" Pro Am
bar, onti-yibrotion
styled

system, electronic
ignition
vnth five year warranty, chain

brake, automatic chom oiler
and safety trigger.

To
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INVEST IN
YOUR TANAKA
AT

MURRAY SAW
AND ENGINE

Industrial Rd. Murray

753-6038
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AirIdealPEOPLE ON THE GO
for Engineers, Businessmen.

Sat., Sept. 25th
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Jilin in the Fun! Put a toucth
uttinl Echo saw to the test at
our store_
• Free Refreshments
• Professional Demonstrations
• Safety Tips

Com'on in
cut with an Echo
and receive a FREE
gallon of Bar &
chain lu be.

Students, etc

FACTORY DIRECT
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ON ECHO'S 2 MOST POPULAR CHAIN SAWS

Our Most Powerful
Pocket Computer
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•Powerful Extended BASIC
.
Expandable 2.6K Memory
•7 x 156 Graphics Display
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Parents hope 'miracle'
treatment will help son
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WAPPINGERS save Eric's life also have
EALIS, N.Y. ( AP ) -- complicated it
Eric Zinunerman turns 6
The youngster weighs
today, but instead of hav- 35 pounds, is deaf in one
ing cake and ice cream at ear from spinal menhome the frail youngster ingitis and has been
faces hospital radiation treated for many bladder
therapy for a rare, ex- infections. He has had
cruciating cancer.
pneumonia at least 20
So Kathy and George times, his family says.
Zimmerman are giving
Bald because of
Eric his birthday chemotherapy, Eric is
presents early, while hop- confined to a wheelchair
ing the new treatment is and seems to be losing
inthe "miracle" that would terest in many things
he
let their son live.
once enjoyed.
Eric suffers from
An avid fan of the New
neuroblastoma, a cancer York Yankees, especially
of the nervous system outfielder Dave Winfield,
that affects bone mar- Eric got to meet the team
row. He has been fighting in August and throw out
the disease since he was the first baseball at a
10 months old.
Yankee game to catcher
"Every other kind of Rick Cerone.
treatment has failed so
Trips to Disney World
far, we're now into the ex- in Florida and to the
perimental treatments," Baseball Hall of Fame in
said Mrs. Zimmerman, Cooperstown, N.Y., have
27, who says she accepts been crammed into the
her son's illness and has Zimmermans' hectic
learned to cope.
schedule because of
Eric, drugged on pain- Eric's uncertain future.
killing methadone, sat on
Friends helped pay for
a sofa bed, his head lean- the trips, but it's been
ing on a home-sewn doll.
tough making ends meet
"I'd rather see him like on Zimmerman's $22,000this than for him to be in a-year salary as a postal
the excruciating pain he carrier. Uncovered
sometimes goes medical bills total about
through," Zimmerman, $1,500 each month.
33, said last week in the
A group, "Friends of
couple's modest home 70 Karen,'• formed to help a
miles north of New York paralyzed 17-year-old
City,
who died in 1978, is helpThe Zimmermans like ing the Zimmerinans.
to remember the good
"I told them to fork
times when the cancer over all the bills and we'll
was in remission and manage to pay them
Eric could run, play somehow," said Sheila
baseball, fish and romp Petersen, who founded
through the house playing the group.
with his brother, Scott,
The organization
now 4'2.
'bought Eric an early birBut those times total thday present, a videoonly about 18 months out computer game,
which
of his six years. as has become his
favorite
treatments designed to pastime.

New York's finest becoming
pregnant, dress code expands
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VISA

Miss McGillion said
other major police
departments let women
wear civilian maternity
clothes. But McGuire
said that because the
women were fully sworn
officers, they should wear
an appropriate uniform.

HEALTH

IS'' C-Chain
Reg 34 961K140.30 151

Reg 69 96(F80 151

5.

sioner Alice T. McGillion.
Commissioner Robert
J. McGuire said he has
appointed a committee to
find a "modest, practical,
attractive maternity
uniform."

Praying Hands

Your Choice

7.4f
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Prices c
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Sept.30 c.
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NEW YORK ( AP 1 —
The police department is
expanding its dress code
to include a maternity
uniform because more of
New York's finest are
becoming pregnant.
The new flexibility in
dress policy was taken
because some precinct
commanders would not
allow pregnant officers to
wear maternity clothes
"until they literally
couldn't fit into their
uniforms anymore," said
Deputy Police Commis-

less •WA, Mari

Sens for Less

DEAR DR. LAMB — Both lems. Diarrhea that can't be
of my legs and ankles were explained by usual tests may
badly smashed up in World prove to be from alcohol
War II The Navy doctors consumption
told me I would probably Alcohol may cause low
always experience some magnesium levels, which in
pain and this would likely turn can cause some of the
increase with age. That was symptoms you have experi40 years ago and they were enced. While it is a shame
right on both counts. Our you had to go through the
family doctor attributes problem, it is great that you
part of the pain to arthritis, made the change and the
Then about nine months improvement.
ago I developed hemor- I'm sending you The
rhoids. I suspected a possible Health Letter 14-6. Alcohol
relationship to my drinking Can Be Dangerous to Your
and liver failure. For many Health. Others can send 75
years now I have been drink- cents with a long, stamped.
ing from four to 10 ounces a self-addressed envelope for
day. The doctor recommend. it to me, in care of this newsed cutting my alcohol intake paper. P.O. Box 1551. Radio
by 50 percent and the City Station. New York. NY
10019. It includes the point
hemorrhoids cleared up.
Then the pain in my about alcohol causing heart
ankles increased. 1 devel- and skeletal muscle damage
oped pains in the calves of DEAR DR . LAMB -- Are
my legs, thighs and buttocks there any foods or vitamins
N1y family doctor and a that would do a repair job on
Navy doctor seemed to deteriorated collagen?
accept this as part of my DEAR READER --- Collaarthritis and growing old. 1 gen is fibrous tissue or proread your report on the bad tem fibers that bind the cells
effects of alcohol and when I together in your body
developed pain in my hip I Notice 1 said it was protein
was suspicious of the alco- fibers It follows that you
hol. I also developed diar. need a good balanced diet to
produce normal collagen
rhea
So I stopped all alcohol Al That includes an adequate
the end of the first week the amount of protein.
N'itamin C is important in
diarrhea disappeared and
there was some relief in the the formation of collagen.
leg pains. After 10 days 1 We know that a vitamin C
didn't have any more muscle deficiency can lead to
cramps There was also a delayed wound healing.
reduction in the hip and This does not thean that
ankle pain. I am now in the taking large amounts of
third week of abstinence and vitamin C will improve your
the hip problem has Just collagen tissue if you
alreldy get enough from a
about resolved itself
It seems safe to say that balanced diet that contains
some or all of my problems some fresh fruit and vegetawere due to alcohol toxicity.. bles regularly
Incidentally,_rny golf_ game,. If.a person is deficient in
has improved too.
vitamin C then the extra
DEAR READER
- vitamin C will be helpful at
Thank you for sharing your first:, until the body catches
experience I wanted other up and restores its supplies
readers to hear'What alcohol Smokers usually need more
can do to the quality of life vitamin (' because smoking
Alcohol is frequently a hid- destroys the body stores of
den facet of health prob. it
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Decorator advanced high-handedness
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By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If some decorators are
thought of as high-handed
blame it on Elsie de
Wolfe.
Probably the first
decorator who was paid
for her design services.
she started the profession
at the beginning of the
20th century.
Miss de Wolfe didn't inment high-handedness.
But she advanced its
practice. "When I draw
up a set of plans, there is
no second choice. There
is only what I show you.
The best," she told Henry
Clay Frick when he asked
to see an alternative
scheme for his New York
mansion.
•Instead of giving people what they thought
they wanted, she gave
them what she felt they
ought to have and taught
them to want it," explains her biographer,
Dr. Jane Smith, adding
that even though Miss de
Wolfe has been dead for
32 years, her decorating
ideas continue to have
currency.
Some of her inventions
— such as leopard skin
upholstery 1919,1 darkgreen lacquered walls
with white woodwork the
1940s 1 and flowered
chintz slipcovers in the city ( the 1920s) — are
periodically revived by
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HAN56K

FLOOR

THIS TWO-STORY COLONIAL HOME features a sun
garden which acts as a collector of solar energy. The family
room, the kitchen and two bedrooms are warmed by the
direct heat gain. The sun's energy is absorbed and stored in
the thermal floor for release after sunset. Plan HA1156K has
1,006 square feet on the first floor and 1,019 on the second.
For more information write — enclosing a stamped, selfaddressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry
Park Court, Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Many wooden posts set
directly into the soil have
been standing for many
years without having
been set in concrelk. but
this occurs only when the
earth is of the proper consistency and the entire
job has been done skillfully.
In most cases, it is better to support the post
with a concrete base.
Either way, it is important the post, usually a 4
by 4, be soaked in a
preservative. While you
can get a fairly good
result by applying
several coats of the
preservative with a
brush, the way to be sure
the wood is treated properly is to keep it overnight in a container of the
liquid.
About one-third the
total length of the post
should be in the ground,
although in certain very
cold climates it may be
necessary to set it below
what is called the -frost"
line. Generally, a local
lumber dealer can tell
you how deep that is.
Digging the hole calls
for some elbow grease. If
you do not have a posthol
digger and do not anticipate any similar projects. rent one. As you
make the hole, try not to
mess up the ground
around the hole, since
this will serve as part of
the support. Assuming a 4
by 4 is being used, make
the hole about 8 inches in
diameter at the top, a little larger at the bottom
Place a flat rock in it and
tamp it down so that it
sets solidly in the eerth.
Pour about 4 inches of
gravel into the hole
Follow that with several
inches of a concrete mix
This can be one of the premixes which require only
the addition of water or it
can be your own mixture
of one part of portland cement, two parts of sand
and four parts of aggregate. with just enough
water to make the whole
thing workable. Too
much water weakens the
mixture.
Carefully place the post
into the concrete mixture, then brace it so it is
completely straight. Use
wooden braces to. keep it
that way, testing with a
level when you think it is
about right. If the level
shows it isn't, get it
straight before the concrete mix has started to
eel Now pour in more

mixture so it comes to a
point slightly above the
surrounding soil. Tamp it
down and, if necessary,
add more mix. Use a
trowel to smooth and
slant the concrete so it
slopes slightly away from
the post, thus allowing
rain to run off rather than
settle into the ground
next to the post.
Leave the braces in
place until the concrete
has hardened or "cured"
the necessary length of
time. This can be as
much as a week. During
this period, your job is to
prevent the concrete
from drying out too
quickly. How long this
takes depends mostly on
whether the post is in a
fully sunny area, an occasionally sunny one or one
that isalways in the
shade. The sunnier the
spot, the more important
it is to keep the concrete
damp. Twice a day,
unless there has been
plenty of rain, wet down
the area. Since you have
sloped the eoncrete to

purl int water to flow
away, you may have to
wind a piece of burlap,
canvas or something
similar around the post at
the bottom so the water
doesn't flow away, then
keep the covering wet by
sprinkling it two or three
times a day. Of course,
none of this wetting down
or curing should take
place until the concrete

has hardened
touch.

to

decorators who probably.
don't realize she was
there long before.
There is no interior
designer today as influential as Miss de Wolfe was.
She was one of the stars
of her day, an era which
spanned five decades
from the turn of the century to her death in 1950.
"Elsie knew and entertained both Sarah Bernhardt and Marilyn
Monroe. Nothing better
illustrates her
remarkable longevity,"
according to biographer
Smith.
Although she hobnobbed with the cream of
society both here and in
Europe and eventually
married a titled
Englishman, Miss de
Wolfe started life as a
middle class New York
girl who decided to "be
somebody" and have a
career instead of marrying and having children.
She first hit on acting, going from amateur
theatricals to leading
lady. But as an actress
she was known mainly for
her elaborate costumes
which were more talkedabout than her performances.
Her first decorating job
was the one she did on the
home she shared in New
York City with Bessie
Marbury, the famous
theatrical agent. After
their usual summer in
France, she returned,
took one look at the
funereal atmosphere and
heavy Victorian furnishings that were typical
of the period and announced they wouldn't
do. In their place, she
substituted pale-colored

walls, painted white
woodwork, lots of mirrors
and a mix of 18th-century
French antiques and
modern furnishings. The
house was an immediate
hit with the society and
theatrical peohle, the intellectual leading lights,
and the political powers
who frequented the Sunday afternoon
at
homes" she gave each
week. The result was that
many requests came
from friends who wanted
to do the same radical
surgery on their own
quarters.
Her first professional
decorating job — for a
$5,000 fee — was to
decorate New York's
just-formed Colony Club,
the first large-scale
private clubhouse for
women in the country. In
her decorating, which
took two years, she
discarded most, of the
decoration assumptions
then current. He use of
flowered chintz slipcovers first floored, then
enthused, her wealthy
clients.
The club was widely
described in the press
and soon the name of
Elsie de Wolfe became
almost synonymous with
good taste.
Over the years, she inaugurated many eventually popular and often'
imitated decorating
themes, including the use
of bamboo furniture and
trellis-work indoors.
Many of her ideas had the
aim of simplifying the ornate interiors that had
predominated. She was
the first to mass lots of
pillows on a sofa. She
handstitched mottoes on

the pillows. One of her
favorites was ''never
complain, never explain
Although it took wealth
to afford her rising fees,
she had practical advice
for the average person,
too. Her watihwords were
"simplicity, suitability
and proportion." She
taught people to pay attention to scale and to let
the light into their rooms
by simply taking down
the heavy draperies
covering the windows.
In a book, "The House
in Good Taste." published in 1913, she introduced
the concepts of space
planning and the idea
that you don't have to be
rich to succeed in having
an attractive home.
Her private life was as
colorful as her public
career. She lived with
Miss Marbury for 35
years. Then she surprised
everyone by marrying Sir
Charles Mendl in France
at the age of 60.
She and Mendl lived in
France. but when World
War II broke out. they
came to the United
States, virtually penniless. She then carved
out a second career as a
decorator just as illustrious as the first. The
couple traveled to
California, bought the
ugliest house in
Hollywood. and
transformed it into a
knockout.
She filled in the swimming pool and turned it
into a garden, painted the
floors black, concerted
the dining room into a living area with a bar and
served dinner on the
verandah.

Whether you are using
the post to hold a mailbox
or as part of a fence or
whatever, use screws
rather than nails if it is
feasible. Hammering in
nails, unless done very
carefully, may disturb
the accurate upright position of the post.

Safe Drivers
Ride with us...

Q. — I used
oi
leaves and debris out of
our house gutters and
downspouts, but I'm getting a bit too old for that.
If I buy those screen
guards I have read about.
won't I still have to get up
on a ladder to clean the
guards' Perhaps the best
way is to pay to have
them cleaned every year.
A. — Your final statement comes close to the
truth. But the mesh
guards used for gutters
and downspouts generally do a good job of keeping out the leaves. What
happens is some leaves
sometimes cling to the
screening for a few hours
or a day or two until there
is a strong wind. My
neighbor has these
guards around his house
and hasn't had to do
anything about them during the two years since
they have been installed.
For a homeowner's
guide to the selection of
quality roofing, send 50
cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington.
NY,and ask for -Roofing
Guide With Asphalt
Shingle Color Chart."
Questions of general interest will be answered in
the column
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.

CHECK OUT THE FEATURES.
CHECK OUT THE PRICE.

*At
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No matter what your age, it you and all drivers in
your household have been accident free and
violation free for the past 36 months, you may be
able to save 10 percent on your automobile
insurance premium. In addition, if all drivers in
your household are 35 years of age or over, you
may be able to save even more on your automobile
insurance premium through Federal Kemper Mature Drivers Insurance Program.

lbshiba's new BD-4511
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACE mean better
performance and better copy quality Add
super reductions,edge-to-edge copying and
dual paper cassettes

FEDERAL
MATERIALS

Bob Nanney Insurance Agency

•Bulbs IAII Varieties1
•Cushion Mums
'
,Lawn Seeding
•Landscape
Planning & Planting

Fall
is
for
planting
ONES LANDSCAPING

Call for a free demonstration
in your office today.

107 N. 4th
753-4937

Another reason to
insure with
Federal Kemper

Federal Kemper
Insurance Company
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Beef Patties

Here's
the answer
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Concrete, Pea Gravel,

(502) 753-1725

On her deathbed at the
age of 85. she proclaimed
Tho can't do this to me
I don't want to go "
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By Abigail Van Buren

New Father No Longer Is
Husband He Used to Be
DEAR ABBY Since the birth of our child three months
ago, m husband seems to have lost interest in sex It
started when I was about five months' pregnant. At the
time we discussed it. and he admitted that although he
knew there was no basis for. it, he felt it was "improperto make love to a pregnant woman. Even after my doctor
assured him that it wouldn't hurt either me or the baby.
my husband couldn't seem to shake the feeling, so I
accepted it, thinking that after the baby came everything
would return to normal.
Unfortunately. the baby is now :i months old and my
husband is still turned off. He says he still loves me, but
doesn't know why he doesn't want.almake love to me
anymore lie was with me during the birth of our child, so
maybe seeing me give birth has put me in a different
light, and he no longer sees me as a lover, but a mother.
I've tried everything I can think of to turn him on
again, but nothing works. Before my pregnancy he
couldn't get enough of me. Please ask your readers how
common this problem is, and what they did to cope with
the situation.
WAITING IN BEI)

1.4.Ah Anti\ . One of my prole...ors jokingly said. "I
wish you'd wear a skirt instead of Jeans once in a while so
I could see your legs, because if they're anything like the
rest of you, they're nothing to b. ashamed
I took it at. a compliment. But when I told my friend
about tt. she said. "No way, that's sexual harassment!"
Abby. I thought sexual harassment was when a male
bows threatened to, fire his female employee if she didn't
go to bed with him
So how should I take it? As a compliment or sexual
harassment'
OK LEGS

1. Legal Notice

DEARS LEGS: If you consider your professor's
remark a "compliment," no harm done. Had you felt
that he was out of line or offensive, it would have
been sexual harassment.
•••

HEAR ABBY. I don't often write letters, but I have to
write this one. I am a 29-year-old single male parent. I've
been divorced for seven years and have full custody of my
8-year-old daughter. I'm a marketing consultant for an
international concern, so I am by no means stupid.I'm no Robert Redford, but neither am I a Frankenstein.
I am honest, open, loving and have always been completely truthful with the women in my life. I want very
much to get married, but where is the woman who wants
a man with a daughter'?
Are all women turned off by men who have custody of a
child? Maybe I've been looking in the wrong places, but
I'm too young to give up. Any ideas?
PACKAGE HEAL

C.C. LOWRY, center, acting mayor of City of Murray, signs a proclamation
declaring this week as National Constitutional Week. Also pictured are, Mrs.
Doris Nance, left, treasurer, and Mrs. John Livesay, right, regent, of Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter No. 4017 of Daughters of American Revolution.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Constitution Week is proclaimed

The week of Sept. 17 to
The local proclamation American Citizenship.
23 has been declared Na- is as follows:
In witness whereof, I
tional Constitution Week.
Whereas Sept. 17, 1982 have hereunto set may
DEAR DEAL: I don't know where you've looked,
Dr. C.C. Lowry, mayor- marks the 195th anniver- hand and caused the Seal
but don't give up until you've looked into Parents
Without Partners. Also, don't forget your church
protem of City of Murray, sary of the drafting of the of the city to be affixed
and PTA.
signed the proclamation Constitution of the United
this Sept. 17, 1982.
And if your neighbors, co-workers and relatives
on Friday.
States of America by the - Signed, C.C.
don't know that you're in the market for a wife, get
This week is promoted Constitutional convenDEAR WAITING: What's been turned off can
Lowry
the message to them. My mail tells me that there
usually be turned on again. I recommend profesannually by the National lion: and
are more women looking to marry decent men than
sional counseling for both of you. Your husband
Society of Daughters of
Whereas to accord ofthere are decent men to marry. Hang in there!
may require some psychotherapy in order to restore
American Revolution. ficial recognition to this
•••
his former interest in sex. Honest dialogue is of the
Local promotion is by memorable anniversary
utmost importance now, and if he loves you as he
Captain Wendell Oury and to the patriotic exerProblems? You'll feel better if you get them off
says he does, he will do whatever is necessary to
Chapter No 4017 of the cise that will form a
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollyovercome t hi. prithlem. Good luck.
DAR with Mrs. John noteworthy feature of the
wood, Calif. 90038. For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Livesay as regent and .occasion, seems fitting
Mrs. Doris Nance as and proper; and
treasurer.
Whereas Public Law
The constitution of the No. 915 guarantees the isUnited States of America suing of a proclamation
FRANKFORT, Ky. Clark, a deputy com- does Metts, who has join- he's still involved "on a
Clark said high interest was drafted
Sept. 17, 1787, each year by the PresiI AP
— Some of Gov. merce secretary and ed several investors in day-to-day basis rates have slowed
plans ratified June 21, 1788,
and dent of the USA
John Y. Brown Jr.'s top chairman of the state's buying the Durkee Foods whenever they par- to sell his
interest in the went in effect
Frances Drake
March 4, designating Sept. 17-23 as
aides say that money is agriculture council.
Soybean oil refinery in ticularly need me."
firm.
1789, The United States Constitution Week,
SEpWEDNESDAY
one reason that they conFOR
Transportation Louisville.
TEsBEF21982
,
Clark estimated he
Aletts has a real estate will
Now, therefore, I, C.C.
celebrate the 200th
tinue to take an active Secretary Frank Metts
Clark said last week he spends about 10 percent office in Louisville
Lowry,
by virtue of the What kind of day will tomorannivesary of the drafpart in their outside earns $47.500 from the also will be a partner in of his working hours although
two Louisville
business interests.
state and William Sturgill the private renovation of fulfilling his duties for developers said he hasn't ting of the constitution in authority vested in me as row be? To find out what the
1987.
Acting Mayor of the city stars say, read the forecast
"Coming to Frankfort draws $1 a year as energy the old Levy's building in Druthers International been • active
in the
ofen
On Jan, 5, 1956. Sen. K
Mtu
urerkayydio
n hte
heresbtNatp
erof given for your birth sign.
has been costly to all of secretary and state rac- downtown Louisville.
Inc.. where he is majority business in the past two
William F. Knowland inus," Brown said recently, ing commission
Sturgill sometimes owner.
years.
troduced Senate Joint claim the week of Sept. ARIES
adding that his aides can secretary.
does business from the
Ii
Apr.de
7e-e
opl
23
ments
l%eleY
Resolution 105 for the ;
k.win
as eC
ft um
tiuorn_ (Mar.
do what they like as long
Sturgill, on a typical Lexington headquarters
United States to annually
th city of
as they get their state day, might be found stu- of East 'Kentucky InFORT KNOX, Ky. after a fire last May took
observe Constitution
and urge all our could cause a change in plans,
jobs done.
dying farm prices in Lex- vestments, a holding
API — Testimony was the lives of his wife,
George Clark, who said ington, where he owns a company he owns. He scheduled to begin today Terry, and his 5-year-old Week. This was adopted citizens to pay special at- which may not be to a partJuly 23, 1956 and signed tention during the week to ner's liking. Rise above
he works 12 to 14 hours a tobacco warehouse.
also is chairman of a 'in the military trial of a daughter
ce
hondl r
as Public Law No. 915 on our Federal Constitution temperament.
day to accommodate his
Clark is likely to be tobacco warehouse and a Fort Knox soldier, accusa 24-year-old Aug.2, 1956.
and the advantages of AAURUS
different jobs, contended looking through the mail fertilizer company and a ed of killing his wife and Los
Angelei resident,
pr. 20 to May 201
there's no way he can live at the Louisville head- director of a bank and daughter in a fire.
was burned in the blaze
Erratic trends affect finanon his $45.000 a year state quarters of the 160-outlet railroad corporation.
Spec. 4 James Chandler believed "started by
cial planning. Decisions made
salary.
restaurant chain of which
Sturgill said he turned pleaded guilty to gasoline.
now may have to be revised
"I've got a mortgage he is chairman.
over much of the manslaughter Monday
Dr. Constantine W. the SBDC Program can Later. Work irritations are
His wife died June 4
payment that is conEach also maintains, management and owner- but a military tribunal from her injuries
and the Curris, president of Mur- make an even more likely.
siderably more than and frequently works out ship of his interests to ruled that his murder child
died eight days later ray State University, has significant contribution GEMINI
you'd have if you were a of, a private business of- family members when he trial should continue.
at the University of Ken- been named to a two-year to the economic growth of i May 21 to June 201
state employee," said fice outside Frankfort. So joined government, but
A partner's actions catch
term on the National small business
Chandler was arrested tucky Medical Center,
Small Business Develop- throughout the nation," you by surprise and may irk
SyMcM
ment Center I SBDC I Ad- the letter said. "The time you. You may have a dif,
9 2,
N0THIN6 60E5
ALL 6002 THINGS MUST
visory Board.
and effort that you are ference of opinion regarding a
WHEN DO THE 6000
child's behavior.
ON FOREVER
COME TO AN END •
•
THINGS START?
His appointment
to the dedicating to assisting CANCER
nine-member board was the small business com- 1June 21 to July 221
made by James C. munity is greatly ap- Sudden developments on the
Sanders,administrator of preciated."
job could cause you to work
Sanders said a fall
the U.S. Small Business
overtime and domestic plans
meeting of the Advisory
Administration (SBA i.
may have to be changed.
Board is being planned.
Relatives may object.
In his letter of notificaA West Kentucky Small LEO
tion to Curris, Sanders Business Development
said the SBA is the only Center was created (July 23 to Aug. 221 a
Misunderstandings could
agency of the 'federal within the College of
arise now, but try to avoid
THEN YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HEAR I
government created Business and Public Afarguments. A romantic inAUNT FRITZ', 1
specifically to assist fairs at Murray State
INVITED TEN FRIENDS OVER FOR
terest excites you, but you
small business and that it almost a year ago to proDO YOU WANT
ICE
on different wave
CREAM_
"relies heavily on the vide counseling and lengths.
ME TO BE HAPPY?
dedicated and volunteer technical assistance for VIRGO
services" of Advisory small businesses and 1Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 TrP%i
ll•
OF
Board members.
An argument at home could
small business enCOURSE
"With your advice and trepreneurs in West Ken- arise over a recent purchase
counsel, we believe that tucky.
or money could be a touchy
subject. Appease family
members.
LIBRA
C.,1182ii,u.o 1.41J,SY.MM
r Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
An argumentative tone of
you MEAN YOU vE
I'LL
ONE
TO
PX,
voice could undermine your
GOT Ti-lE STUFF TO
LIP FOR YOU,SIR
BEETLE!
efforts to convince others of
ACROSS
DOWN
VV14IP ONE UP PERE IN
your ideas. Be cool and level1 Secret agent
1 Cease
Answer to Monday's Puzzle
Ti•-lE LOCKER ROOM?
headed.
4 Mom
2 Equal
A CC
6 Sedate
ULOO SCORPIO
\\ \I I //
3 Pronoun
klAt4C78
11 Seesaw
MOON MCKIM
Of yore
'
5
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21' 11141
COURT
13 Bartered
C 000100012
4 Earn
Financial upsets could
15 Faroe
CO 000C OM anger you, yet forgo secretive
5 Macaw
whirlwind
6 Stupefied
OCO 0011C CC
moves. Do not impulsively
16 Babylonian
7 Conjunction
EICOCI CICICIM
spend newly-acquired funds.
abode of the
8 Bundle
MCC OCC0
SAGITTARIUS
dead
9 Redacts
• ONCU NUM
18 Italian resort 10 Crimson
'
MB UNDO UM (Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 2610
19 In favor bf
12 Symbol for
You feel the right to exerCOO CCM NM
21 Country of
tantalum
O CUMNUON 0 cise your independence, yet
Asia
14 Note of scale
excessive individualism could
UNCOM MOM
22 And, to Cae- 17 Deposited
A cause problems in your social
OC DU
sar
WAKE LIP...
20 Worthless
circle.
leaving
THE SINK IS
OF COURSE 23 Keeps
26 Pigpen
24 Vast ages
36 Night bird
54 Without end CAPRICORN
LEAKING'
NOT
29 Reject
25 Crafty
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19

Your Individual
Horoscope

Money leads Brown aides to outside business interests

•

Trial of soldier to begin today

Curris named to business board

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-An

.oNex

\I

41072.. WHAT /5 50 PRIVATE THAT MY
WIFE MAY NOT HEAR!

YOU WILL UNPER5TANP.
Pou•Tass, YOU RECALL
ONE CALL EP WITCH OF
KULA-KU.

The Ca
Education
gasoline fa
District u
October 7, 1
Specifics
Calloway 1
office build
Murray,
bidders ma
there.
The envel
opaque. It
outside the
the bidder,
opening.
The Boar
any or s
irregulariti.

SHE SENT A
MESSAGE...
FOR K)Ll ALONE

31 Secluded salIcy
33 Zeus's
beloved
34 Near
35 Negative
38 Change the
color
39 Greek letter40 At home
41 Trade
43 Row
45 Short sleep
47 Connecting
link
50 Printer s
measure
52 Boundary
53 Range of
knowledge
56 Grafted in

27 Clock
28 Pronoun
29 Like a
peacock
30 Sicilian vol.
cano
32 Apollo's
mother

Nnalury

55 Monster s
loch
56 — Cid
57 Shipshape
clock
59 Sun god
62 Diphthong
64 Compass
point

It's not the right tune for
behind-the-scenes career
maneuvers. Others won't keep
their word not to reveal your
secrets.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
You'll certainly speak up at
123
6 9 10
(lub functions, but expect
II
II
12
13
14
otne opposition from those
I ho hold differing viewpoints.
is
Ili
12
16
1 LSCFS
tO
21
22
I Feb.19 to Mar. 20 )
X
23 24
Your aggressiveness is ad25
26 27 28
able regarding a career
1%32
33
Inatter, but efforts to raise ex34
V 35
36
39
tto capital may not be as suc40
essful.
41
43 44
YOU BORN TODAY are
45
17
1
1 ioth critical and visionary,
piSO 1
52
1111‘
1
1
itnd may have difficulty in
econciling these qualities.
Sa
9
60
( ercome skepticism and
t,
61
63
64
Iearn to trust your fine intwI ion. You may be especially
67
1 t alented in art, music,
sculpture or literature

0

58 Corstriand
60 Odin's
brother
61 Chief
63 Decrees 65 Insects
66 Atibr on a
ship
61 Bitter vetch

37 Clothesmakers
42 Couple
44 Writing fluid
46 Flower part
48 Asian river
49 Searches for
51 Ancient Persian
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I. Legal Notice

Invitation to Bid for
GASOLINE
The Calloway County Board of
Education will receive sealed bids for
gasoline for the Calloway County School
District until 1:30 p.m., Thursday.
October 7, 1982.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education
office building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and interested
bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the
outside the name of the job, the name of
the bidder, and the date and time of bid
opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any
irregularities in bidding.
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Phone Calls
Vernon's Western
Store
No

Olympic Plaza
Open 9A,-9PM Daily
1PM-6PM Sunday

1

Remington 1100
1 2 queue rib barrell

28 inch modified

$287.00

if.SDAY,

rent

1

We just received a
new Browing 12 guage
shotgun. Still in box

2.
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could

P secretive
npulsively
td funds.
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won't keep
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2. Notice

FOR SALE

set may
i the Seal
fe affixed

C

1 Legal Notice

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

For Sale
523,500 2 to 3 acres

I

mini farm

with several
out buildings including
old store. House has
been newly remodeled. Call 753-6098
after 4:30.

5. Lost and Found

Lost Key Ring. Contains
15 to 20 keys in vicinity
of Story and Meadow
Lane. If found Call
753 6277 anytime day or
night. Reward offered.
Lost, gold serpentine
chain at MCC Hospital,
thursday afternoon in
employee's elevator
Reward. Call 753 6313.

6. Help Wanted
VERNON'S
WESTERN STORE

9. Situation Wanted

24. Miscellaneous

Two reliable iaches kill
do house cleaning Have
references, call 753 2810
before 5 PM or 762 2553
after 5 PM

30 Watt receiver, two
sets 141 of speakers
Realistics near top line
stereo Retail total $660
six months old,
year
guarantee
Will trade
for iewelry, guns or
$300
See at Leo's
Jewelry 404 N 12th Call
753 9899

10, Business Opportunity
Business Opportunity
$40 50,000 per year
National Company
looking for Distributors
No required invest
merit
Call
1 800 238 9220

14. Want to Buy
Looking for old barn to
tear down for lumber
759 4588. 753 7637
Want to buy standing
timber
Cash or per
centage Also Pine $4 00
per ton Call 489 2334
Would like to buy a good
used small microwave
753 8478

15. Articles for Sale
For sale
beautiful
knotty pine cedar chest
Call after ap m ,
$75
753 4178
Lady's yellow gold
diamond ring, 5 stones,
70 point carat weight.
Approx value 5900 ask
ing $700 Call 1 382 2584
Top quality pictures,
entire stock one half
price
5th & Olive
Street, Murray.
Two 12x15 carpets and a
wood stove Call 901 644
1718

16, Home Furnishings
Console stereo, excel
lent condition, A 6 Em
bassy Apartments Call
753-0399.
Redecorating Sale,
complete living room
suite, gold reclining
chair, modern
breakfast'table, booth
style. Call 759 4756.
Solid wood 9 piece
dining room Suite;
table, 6 chairs, china
cabinet, and buffet. Call
753 4657 after 5p.m.

Building salesman
Building corn
wanted
palsy needs area
salesman, some sale
Olympic Plaza
background and con
OPEN
Struction knowledge
9 AM 9PM Daily
needed. All sales tools
1 PM 6 PM Sunday
and sales schoOl pro
Three piece living room
vided. Travel expenses set,
3 piece bedroom
• included. Salary
set, 4 drawer filing
negotiable. Please send cabinet.
2 end tables,
Have 5 minutes? Call
resume to P.O. Box and coffee table
Phone
759-4444 for an in1115, Paris Tn 38242.
753-9951
spirational message to
OH IA Supervisor
needed good part time 17. Vacuum Cleaners
brighten your day.
Contact Extension
job
Electrolux vacumn
Children s tope 759Office 753 1452 or 753
cleaner with power
4445.
1456.
noule, used very little,
ENVELOPE COM
5175 Call 759 4801
We buy and sell Fiesta PiLERS NEEDED!
and Depression glass
For details mail a self 18. Sewing Machines
Bel Air Decor store. addressed, stamped
Bel A c Shopping envelope to. NMLS. For sale. $200 used
Center
Box 133, Durand Mi, Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
48429
cabinet_ Special ZigZag
EXECUTIVE LEGAL
with 8 fashion discs. All
SECRETARY
other • attachments inPosition available im
cluded. Like new. 753
mediately, Must have
7217 after 5p.m.
excellent typing skills,
all new 82 8. 83 shorthand, reliable, 19. Farm Equipment
able to take on re
Models Cadillac, sponsibilitieS
.
Oldsmobile, Buick knowledge of dictating
equipment, etc. For
FARM
and Pontiac
ward complete resume
SERVICE
listing all
qualifications, ex
1406W. Main
Lime hauling,
per ience and salary
753-5315
sawdust, and grain,
expectations to P. 0.
Box 1023, Murray, Ky.
rock all types. Special
42071.
discounts on large
Hard working aggres
Wedding
quantities and preSive take charge type
payments.
Photography.
individual to run es
tablished debit agency,
CARTER STUDIO
759-9887
in the Murray to Ed
753 8298
300 Main
Ask for Larry
dyville area. We offer
91 great compensation
training program and
FOR SALE
fringe benefits. Please 20. Sports Equipment
REMINGTON 742
call Paducah between
WOODMASTER
8a.m. 4.30p.m. for ap Model 870 Remington
TB grade trap gun 12
pointment and inter
AUTOMATIC RIFLE
gauge 30in full choke.
view, 444 6967 E.O.E.
5269.88 Kaskaskia Workshops 759-4663.
"
30
247"
Inc has the following Pool table. 8 ft x 4 ft,
positions open
Direct with cues, etc. 5350 or
No phone calls please
Service for the Corn best offer. Call 753 0343
Western
Vernon's
munity Day Training after 5 PM
Program. Salary 59,500.
Store
22. Musical
requires actual ex
Olympic Plaza
perience with severely rimmimommir
Open 9AM-9PM Daily.
handicapped adults
1PM-6PM Sunday
Case manager for
INFLATION
Client program. Salary
PRICES
range $10,500 to $11.500
On
Pioneer, Sony,
Requires BS degree in
Social Service and
Sanyo, Majestic,
prefer someone with
Maroutz car stereos.
experience
with
De
Kids in school?
World of Sound
velopmentally disabled
Need extra spen•
adults. Apply at 129 S
753-5865
Walnut, Centralia II. or
ding money? Sell
phone 1 618 533 4423 by
toys, gifts and
Sept 251982, EOE
National mystery CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Christmas decorashopping firm seeking Kenwood, Marantz,
tions now till
area representative, Mitsubishi, Sanyo Propart time work, irregu fessional installation.
December 1st. Na
Sunset Boulevard Music
lar basis. Varid, inter
collecting, no
esting Comparison Dixieland Center
Chestnut St 753 0113
shopping.
invest
No
deliveries Home
ment Call Shop'n Click For sale
2 year olc
Party Plan. Hiring
toll free 1 800 241 9276 home stereo system,
excellent condition
and
ask
Marion
for
until Sept. 25th.
Yamaha CR 420 re
Freeman.
ceiver, semi auto turn
Call your House of
Part time RN for Sur
Genesis 1 plus
table.
gury
OR experience
Lloyd supervisor
necessary. Has to res speakers S395 753 7217
759-4807
m
after
5p
now.Call
ide within 30 minutes

12.5 Financing Purdow Motors Inc

PART TIME
SHORT TIME

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to express
net gratitude to the staff of
3 West at Morr•y Calloway
County Hospital, tor being
Mosightful, swim!, and
always there when my
mother needed them in Imo
last days Special Monks to
Lovell 1o4.nson end Selina
Poirot, fro* Th• Cower,
family
Cod sly" Too.
lor,r Roll end 6416•

34. Houses for Rent

43. Real Estate

Small I bedroom riousofor rent to couple or
single person No pets
SISO month plus deposit
Call 753 2669
Three bedroom near
Kenlake Resort, car
peted. water furnished,
baseboard heat, wood
heater $195 Call 442
5647

Baby stroller and high
chair Tandy master by
Victor adding machine Three bedroom home,
gas heat 113 N 9th 5200
Call 759 4564 after 7 PM
Per month 753 8255
Firewood, delivered
and stacked, $30 a rick
Call 753 9101
For sale
Get your 37. Livestock-Supplies
winter firewood now!
Angus Bull, excellent
436 2758
Performance sires.
KEROSENE good calves. Call 753
HEATERS
Buy now 7531
and save! 6800 BTU,
$ I I 9 99
9000 BTU, Grade Holstein heifer
S I 49 99
9300 BTU calf due in October Call
5t7999 9300 BTU with 436 2845
fan, $212 99
11,500 Hickory Lane Stables is
BTU, $179 99, 19,500 now providing the
BTU, $71999
Wallin following services' in
door riding, half price
Hardware Paris, Tenn
King, automatic wood on handicapped and
senior
citizen lessons
heater, deluxe cabinet
Call
with lift off cook surface Horses for hire
759
4588
days 759 1869
top. Brick lined fire box
With cast iron grates evenings
and doors
5249.99.
38. Pets-Supplies
Wallin Hardware, PariS
Tn.
AKC German Shepherd
OREGON SAW chains, puppies 60 champions,
3,n" pitch for 16" bar, also guard dogs and
$7 99. 20". 58 99 Wallin Registered Eskimo
Spitz 502 554 2153
Hardware Paris, Tenn
Pool table, regulation AKC Registered
Doberman puppies and
size, slate bed, $500
a 3 year old female.
Call 753 8056 after 5PM.
759 4588, 753 7637.
Used chain saws. 360
Homelite, Super 2 Himalayan kittenS
Homelite, 361 Poulin, Sealpoint, CFA re
SL 4 Remington Call gistered, 9 weeks old,
5150. Call Paducah Ky
489 2570 after 5 PM
554 3012.

26. TV-Radio
Like new, 9 inch black
and white TV $40
AM FM record player
$15
AM FM 8 track
with 2 speakers
535. Admiral AM-FM
radio 55. Several tapes
and LP records .50 up.
Few odds and ends. See
all at 020 in Riveria Cis,
641 North.
Stereo with AM-FM 8
track and record
player. Best offer. Call
753 6962.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 40 Mobile Home,
furnished, 52,500. Calf
436 2625 before 3 PM.
12x60, Two bedroom,
partially furnished, in
nice trailer park. Take
over payment. Call
Carol at 761 6851 before
4p m,

Registered Lhasa Apso
puppy, female, 5 weeks
old. Also will sell the
grown mother. 1 382
2480.

43. Real Estate
Excellent income pro
perty. Total of 8 rental
units with monthly in
come of $560 month.
Some appliances and
furniture stay. Near
University. KOP
PERUD REALTY
753 1222.
Looking for a bargain in
todays market? There
But,
is plenty around
before you make your
final choice, look at this
3 bedroom home,
located in Hazel_ Re
duced to 511,500, older
home with that certain
charm. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Very nice brick home in
city. House is in excel
lent condition with 3
bedrooms, dining room,
garage and uses natural
gas. 529.000. Call
SPANN REALTY AS
SOC I AT ES,753.7724

Three Bedroom mobile
home. 53,400. No re
asonable offer refused
Call 753 1869 or 753 5743
12 x 68, 2 bedroom,
partly furnished, good
condition
Call 1 382
2327 or 1 382 2764
1974, 11x8, Two bed
Purdam & Thurman
room, nice, $3100 Call
Insurance &
753 1873.
Real Estate
1981 Double wide 24x44.
wood like 'siding.
Southside Court Sq.
shingle roof, 3 be
Murray, Kentucky
drooms, I ½ bath, all
153-4451
electric, dishwaSher
Call 753-5671 before 5
YES YOU CAN
ASPM, after 5 call
SUMABLE LOAN FOR
437 4410.
YOU
listed
Just
4
2 baths,
28. Mobile Home Rentals bedrooms,
maintenance free
A 2 bedroom, newly home. Spend your leis
furnished, Shady Oaks ure hours on wrapTrailer Court. 753 5209.
around deck with a cool
Mobile Homes for rent, glass of lemonade.
5150 a month plus Basement recreation
deposit. 2 miles out on room with stone
641 South. Couples fireplace. Mature trees
preferred, no Pets. 753 on nice double lot. Dial
(Century 21 Loretta
0692.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer Jobs Realtors) 753 1492.
for rent near Murray. YES YOU CAN BUY.
SELLER will help you
No pets. 489 2611.
One bedroom trailer, buy his home. Enjoy the
lake
and wildlife from
low heat bills, good
condition, $125 per the warm family room
month. Call 437 4462 in winter and the patios
in the summer. This
days or 437 4569 nights.
three bedroom is nes
Two bedroom partly tied on a beautiful
furnished trailer. Call
wooded lot with ad
759 4658.
ditiona I acreage with
Two bedroom trailer on undisturbed -natural
old 641, ' mile South of beauty abounding with
Almo Heights. Call dogwoods overlooking
753 5618
the lake All this can be
yours with seller finan
29. Heating-Cooling
cing. Call 753 1492 and
let Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors help you.

Air conditioning,
appliance and
refrigeration service. All brands.
759-1322.
30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753.4758

Mmirgtrog7
Realty
ItO

Office (nest,. Coast
Buyers front Everywhere
Reliable Sorvic• Since 1900
1912 Coldwater Rood
Murray Kentucky 41071
15011753 0116
Anytime
tat KENNON
Broker
Licensed Bonded

COUNTRY

LIVING

PRIVATE neat 3, bed
room 2 bath home on
from hospital. Contact
23. Exterminating
32. Apts. For Rent
large fully wooded lot *2
Personnel Dept
Corn
mile East of Lynn
munity Hospital
Needed one male room
Full finished
Mayfield Ky 247 5211
mate for nice 2 bedroom Grove
basement for an extra
Apartmnet
RN or LPN position
A 6, Em
family room or office
bassy Apartments Call
available full time or
Central heat and Air,
753 0399
part time for 3 11 shift
Call
fireplace.
deck
Working Mon Fri. with
One bedroom fUrnished ?oda
Y
every weekend off
basement Apartment, WHY RENT? nice 2
Persons interested
Kelley's Termite private bath and entr bedroom, 1 bath home
stioulo_ epply in -person
-6nc e
trt, Htivs- fur owner financing
rPest Control
at Care inn 4th arid
ntshed 5150 per month. available located lust
Indiana, Mayfield Ky
references
required
north of Hazel
nom 753-3914
Or call 247 0200
Call 753 8294
DUPLrX ON DODSON
Wanted • woman to live
_Two bedroom...furnished. .A ..w',eat WY. Let us
in" and rare 'for elderly
apartment extra nice ' show you this property
4. Mistellineoui
lady Room, board, and
Furnished washer, with owner financing
good salary. Light Firewood Cut to order
dryer, dishwasher 5200 avaitable
Call $25
duties required
Call a month 753 8298 days
per rick
Purdom & Thurman
415 4307 after So m
Oh 2292
753 6194 nights
Real Esta(e 753 4451

Commercial Property
has
in Coldwater
several possibilities.
Service station store,
clean up shi,p.
S12,000
CALL US AT
753 4000 or 4114 1266

Fat
INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N
Murray, Ky.

Completely redecorated
in fine taste 4 bedroom,
1 • story home in city
Owner financing at 10
percent, give you low
monthly -payments
A
large double lot, 2 car
garage
and storage
shed
Economical heat
and many extras Call
Spann Realty Assoc
753 7724

46. Homes for Sale

50. Used Trucks

New 3 bedroom home on
beautiful wooded lot
with Wring fed (reek.
new appliances new
air conditioner. I
.
baths, carport
1618
Oakniti Dr
Westwood
Subdivision 753 5014
ONE YOU DREAM
ABOUT
3 bedroom
brick, I . brick. Quality
onstruct,on on 21 acres
of good tendable land
with substantial road
frontage on two paved
highways This is an
excellent investment
for now and in the
future Located east of
Murray and lust re
duced to S63.900 for a
quick sale Don't delay
call today Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753 1492

1965 Fora pickup Call CARPET CLEANING
I 382 2327 or I 382 2764
Free Estimates
1975 El Camino, extra Satisfied references
clean. mechanically Vibra Steam or Quick
sound, must see to D ry Cleaning
appreciate
Cali 753 !upholstery Cleaning ,
Lee s Carpet Cleaning
05.11
753 5827
Campbell's Tree Ser
52. Boats-Motors
Topping, trim
✓ cc
15 foot aluminum Bass ming, removing
Full
boat with 40 HP Mar: insurance
Call I 527
her Call 753 9731
0918
1979, 15 foot Calypso, tri
Chimney Sweeping
hull. 85 Hp Mercury. Service
Do it now
sharp. Call 762 2556 before you need your
after 4 PM
chimney
The working
ist is growing Call now
53, Services Offered
secure an appoint
•-ar• 335 3349 or 751

47. Motorcycles
1981 Interstate 1100
Burgundy, CB AM FM
Cassette, cruise, safety
tires, extra sharp 18000
Must sell fast.
miles
$4,300, negotiable
489
2825

48. Auto Services

753-1222
FON
.11111WM.A1

Just listed this
lovely 3 bedroom,
2 bath year-round
home on waterfront lot, located in
Panorama Shores
only 10 miles from
Murray. Central
heat and air,
fireplace in living
room and detached 2-car garage.
$63,500. KOPPERUD REALTY,753-1V2.

44. Lots for Sale
Selection of three
waterfront lots on
Boyd's branch of lake
near Pine Bluff. Good
water, nicely wooded, a
bargain at only 516,000
each. Owner financing
available. John
Neubauer Real Estate.
Call 753 0101 or 753 7531.

45. Farms for Sale
First time on market.
103 acres of very productive farmland. 80
acres tillable. Includes
an older home, tobacco
and stock barns.
Presently tended by
local farmer
KOP
PERUD REALTY
753 1227.

46. Homesfor Sale
A home, office or both.
Four bedroom home
zoned for residence or
business
Central gas
heat and electric air
conditioning. Brick
garage. Immediate
possession. Price has
been reduced. Call 753
7531.
Beautiful rural 2 story
colonial home with 4
bedrooms. 3 baths,
formal dining and liv
ing, study and large
family room with
fireplace. K itches is
well equipped
Home
has a two car garage
and outside patio deck.
Can also be purchased
with additional acre
$69,500
Call
age
SPANN REALTY AS
SOCIATES, 753 7724.
Four bedroom, 2 bath
brick, heat pump. near
University. 10 percent
down_ Call 753 2619 or
753 1914.
House for sale by owner
3 miles from town, on
Outland Schoolhouse
Rd., East Elementary
District
3 acres, 2
houses in good condi
tion. Main house 3
bedroom. 2 ½ bath.
iivingroorn. and large
20x20 den, kitchen with
Small
all appliances
house for rental Large
kitchen, 1 bedroom,
livingroom. and bath, in
good repair
Suitable
for guest or rental. Will
sell all, half, or 1 acre
for building on city
water 753 2669.
REDUCED $4,000! New
2 bedroom brick 4 miles
North Built by quality
craftsmen, with best
heat pump, fully in
sulated, city water,
concrete driveway and
Sidewalk
Nice private
lot in excellent
neighborhood
Buy
direct from owner be
fore Oct 1st for only
533.900 Phone 753 9773
Remodeled home near
University
3 bedroom
plus furnished apart
ment Lots of extra's.
Call 753 3949
Three bedroom house
with established fruit
trees on quite street.
Part financing avalla
bte Calt 75J 4077
Top condition, well
decorated, beautifully
landscaped 3 bedroom
Aorick home
New op
priances and approx t.
acre lot Highway 121
North
Only 535.000
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1722

1973 thru 1978 truck
parts, windshield $5C
Doors $100, fenders 550
429 engine $300. C
transmission 5100
Power steering $75
Weiand aluminum ir
take and valve covers
$75 Fits small block
chevrolet. 10 and 30 gal
fish aquarium with
accessories and stand 575.
for both
Three 350
chevrolet transmissions
$100 each, 400 trans
mission for Oldsmobile.
Pontaic or Buick S100.
AM 8 track radio 520.
All parts guaranteed.
Can install all parts.
Call 759 1200 before 5
PM
IMPORT AUTO
SALVAGE, New and
used parts, rebuilt en
gines etc Call 474-2325
P & H auto repair.
Reasonable prices Call
Pat Hodges at 492 8500
also small engine
repair
Duane's Place used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up, break lobs, rebuilt
motors. 435 4272

49. Used Cars
1971 Fiat Spider," con
vertible, mint condition
Call 7591333or 753 1488
1973 Gran Torino 4 door,
power steering brakes,
air, good condition,
76,000 miles. 5750. 7538124.
1973 LTD Ford.
door,A I condition,
price 51,550. Call for
appointment 753 6387
1973 Monte Carlo Lan
dau, tilt wheel, air
conditioned. .power
brakes and steering.
Call
White on white
753 7892
1974 Chrysler Imperial
Call 753 1874
1974 MG. Midget, 45,000
miles Call 247 9467
1976 Ford Van, fully
cuSy0mized inside and
Out, with AM FM 8
track stereo and win.
.
CB in a overhead con
sole. Also have 4 chrome
mag wheels fits Chev.
Pontaic or Olds. 7"x
14", Call 753-6962.
1977 Cutlass Supreme
Brougriaen, one owner
local car, 2 door, hard
top, power steering.
power brakes, air. tilt
wheel, AM FM stereo
With tape, silver with
red interior. 53975 Call
753 1474 before 5 PM,
after 5 call 753 7978.
1978 Mercury Cougar
XR 7, loaded one owner,
Call 759 4677
$4.500
after 6 PM
1979 Firebird air con
ditioned, automatic,
stereo. damaged.
53,250 Call 753 9710.
1978 Monte Carlo power
steering, power brakes
power windows, air
zondition. AM FM 8
track stereo, 305 motor,
low mileage, good con
dition 53100. Call 436
2894
1980 Bonneville Pontiac
1 door. coupe. power
steering power brakes.
tilt, cruise. tinted glass.
wire caps, silver on
cranberry 437 4473.
1982 Camero Berlinetta.
Power steering. power
brakes air conditioned
tilt wheel, reclinino
bucket seats with velvet
interior AM FM Cass
ette. 305 automat,:
transmission, CB radio
also 1977 Ford Cobra I i
power Steering, power
brakes, automatic
transmission. 302. new
tires AM FM 8 track.
CB radio Call 753 6439.
1982 Datsun. 280 2, call
753 4023
801 Ford Deisel. Call
1 382 2327 or 1 382 2761.
CARS sell for 511795
(average' Also Jeeps.
MOWS),"Algtiff913fg iNt
local Gov't Auctions
For Directory call 805
597 6000 Ent- 8155 Cal
refundable
SG. Used Trucks
1 9 62 CheurOie'
Silverado pickup $8500
C alt 753 7855 after 5 PM

53. Services Offered

4iminimmr
Sandblasting

Will

clean

carpets,

windows also clean
and wax hard wood
floors. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

No job too large Of too
small At your place
or ours. Rain or shine
For Sole 1979 Yamaha
Trail bike, 175 also a
large supply of
various size nails.
Contact Murray
Livestock & Trailer
Soles.

753-3317

nsulation blown in OY
Sears
TVA approved
,ave on those high
'eating and cooling
dills Call Sears 753 1310
'or free estimates
K & K STUMP REMO
:AL
Do yOu need
Hwy 94 East.
stumps removed from
753-5334.
;our yard or lanc
leared of stumps? We
an remove stumps up
lo 24 inches below the
APPLIANCE ground. leaving only
SERVICE
Kenmore, sawdust and chips. Call
Westinghouse, for free estimates Bob
Whirlpool. 20 years Kemp 135 4343 or Bob
experience. Parts and Kemp Jr 435 4319.
service
Bobby Hopper Lake Refrigeration Air
Bob's Appliance Ser
conditioners, small ap
vice 102 5
5th St. pliances repaired
474
7 5 3
0 8 7 1 , 8841
753 8886(home).
All roofing, painting,
Alaminum Service Co
home and farm building
alumina
visyl
repairs, 10
discount
with this aa Call Mike
cestom trim work
502 435 4323 or Paul
Refenices_ Call Will Ed
901 247 3716
Free
'alley. 1534689.
Estimates_

Roofing All Types 15
years experience, all
Work guaranteed. DOLL

Wilkerson, 489.2580
or 345-7602.
_
Appliance repair work
all brands, Specialize in
Tappen Call 753 5341 or
354 6956. Earl Lovett
B & D General Con
tracting. roofing and
painting. Call 474 8008.
Bob's Home In
provemnt. 17 years
building experience.
remodeling, additions,
concrete work, repairs.
general home main
tenance. Call 753 4931.

Need work on your
'rees? Topping. prun
shaping, complete
temoval and more Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
•essional tree care
753 8536
Painting Paperhanging
Commercial
Residential Interior
E xterior Farm
Buildings. 25 years
experience
Tremon
Farris 759 1987.
STORAGE Boats, pon
toons, campers Sr per
foot per month. Win
terization and fall re
pairs. 10 percent off
with this add. Murray
Sport 8 Marine 718 S.
4th St
Sammy Tidwell Paint
mg Contractor. Ex
perienced interior and
exterior painting. Free
estimate
Call 753 4686
or 753 0487

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need o second opi-

FLOOR SANDING
AND FINISHING

nion?

Buildup
or
Residential.
Local
referonces. Coll Hugh

20 years experience.
Stained floors our
speciality.

Outland, 759-1718 or
753-8076.

BODEAU
FLOOR CO.
354-6127
Concrete, block, brick
basements. four
dations. drive ways,
sidewalks. patios, and
chimneys
Free es
timates. Call 753 5476.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed_
Call 753 0092 or 753 9673
Fence sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years ex
Carpentry.
Per ,ence
concrete. plumbing.
roofing. sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days 474
2359. nights 474 2276 •
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
call
specifications
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate .
If your furniture, cars
vans, boats and so forth
needs that new look
please give us a call and
we will try our hardest
to please you We have a
wide selection of fabri,
to choose from
C.
,
Wayside Upholster ,
5361 or 753 6488

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops pointing

Jack Glover
753 1873

Tree Trimming. For
estimate call 753 6710
before 11:00 AM or after
5.00 PM on weekdays.
WELL DRILLING and
repair
Campbell Well
Drilling McKenzie. TN
rregation residential
and commercial. 901
3W523671
ET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rte 1 Box
409 A. Paducah Ky
42001,0r call t 4427026.
and
Will do plumbing
roofing, heating re
pairs
painting
Call
753 2211
Will sharpen hand saws,
circular saws
and
chain saws 753 4656

ROBINSON
DAY
753-3716
753-5292
* eMEE C5ES*

57. Wanted
Want male room mate.
30. one block
age 20
from Campus $125 plus
utilities,
fireplace.
dis
•
hwasher
neck
Call
7535039

Thurman's School of Dance offering dance class for pre-school
children. Will also teach children
of all ages and adults. Social,
ballroom, and western dances.

753-5950,
753-9756
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Cookie money being stolen

C.I. Horton's funeral today
Services for Clarence I
Horton are being conducted today at 2 p iii in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home
The Rev Julian Warren
and the Rev Roland
Jones are officiating
Music is by the choir of
the Goshen United
Methodist Church where
she was a member
Groover Parker is song
director with Carolyn
Venable as organist.
Grandsons ,ire serving

NEW YORK 1AP More and more people
are dipping into the Girl
Scouts' cookie jar. and
local scout councils are
losing patience - and
taking legal action.
Several councils have
gone to court recently to
recover cookie sales proceeds from troop leaders
and parents who failed to
turn in cash collected by
the girls.
A former scout leader
in Montgomery, Ala., was
sentenced to five days in
jail earlier this month for
stealing her troop's
cookie money. Last week
scout officials in
Cleveland said they planned to go to small claims
court to prosecute 25 people for losses of about
$8,000 from this year's
cookie sale.
In Detroit, one of the
nation's more
economically depressed
areas, the problem is
worse this year than
ever, says Jean Wayman,
executive director of the
Michigan Metro Girl
Scout Council.
"It is a growing problem, and the amount of
money grows greater all
the time," Miss Wayman
said. The Detroit council
has lost "many thousands
of dollars just on this last
cookie sale."she said.
Miss Wayman says the
council "has a couple
cases awaiting court
dates," but she declined
to discuss them. The combined sale of cookies and
Girl Scout calendars
brought the council $1.3
million in 1981, 56 percent
of its annual budget.
-Times are harder,and
I think the economy is
behind this in large
measure. But we feel the
kids are owed their
money. Our priority is for
girl scouting and we'll
prosecute when people
are taking mone • from

the Girl Scout program," in Cleveland, said the
Miss Wayman added.
amounts owed by parents
The Girl Scouts of or troop cookie sale
America, marking its managers ranged from
70th year. expects to col- $50 to $1,000. Vern
lect more than $200 Woodlief, council
million this year from development director.
cookie sales by its 2.3 said efforts were still
million scouts, said under way to arrange for
Richard Knox, payment to avoid going to
spokesman for the na- court.
tional organization in
"We've never proNew York City.
secuted these people
Court cases to recover before, but this year we
cookie proceeds are were picking up the same
"highly unusual," he people involved in this
said, but because all are sort of thing last year."
handled by local councils, Ms. Woodlief said. The
they might not be council thought it "would
reported to the national have no opportunity to
office.
clear this up unless we
"We have more money, prosecuted.
more boxes of cookies
In Alabama, Alicia
and more people involved Creek Alexander, 26, was
in the cookie sales than sentelced to five days in
ever before." Knox says. jail after pleading guilty
"When you consider the to second-degree theft of
amount generated and property in the disapturned over, it's a pearance of $720 from her
remarkably honest troop's cookie sale prooperation."
ceeds. Before the sentenChicago's Girl Scout cing, she paid back the
council, began getting money, authorities said.
tough five years ago.
A half-dozen Girl Scout
Although officials there officials interviewed
decline to cite specific Monday said they doubt
figures. they say the loss that offenders set out to
amounts to less than 5 steal from the scout propercent, or about $50,000, gram.
of total sales.
"It's just that they say,
The problem has grown 'I've got to run to the
in the past two years grocery) store. I'll just
"simply because it's take this $60 and pay it
tempting," said Shirley back next week," exMiller, director of plained Vickie Bershaw,
development for the Girl cookie sale director for
Scouts of Chicago.
the Girl Scouts Gateway
But "we get tough Council in Jacksonville,
about it," she added. Fla. Then, she says, they
"This is a million-dollar- are unable to repay the
a-year business. There's loan.
no fooling around."
In St. Louis, where the
Chicago's 30,000 Girl Girl Scouts lost about
Scouts sold about 1 $17.000 of its most recent
million boxes of cookies $3 million sales effort,
this spring and plan to "there are as many exhold another sale this fall. cuses as there are inGirl Scout cookies are cidents," said Gail Brase,
sold for $1.50 to $2 a box, assistant executiVeklirecdepending on the area, tor of that area's council.
with about 65 cents going
We have
to the bakery and the rest
going to support local
fall for
troops and councils.
all faces
Cookies are the largest
...free.
source of income for Girl
Scout councils, providing
A Merle Norman beauty
40 percent of the
advisor will help design a
operating budgets, the
makeup
just
for
national office said. The
you. .call for your free
United Way, in commakeover.
parison,'contributes 28
R1ERLE OORMI:111
percent of the budgets.
The Lake Erie Council, 403 5 12t6 Street 753 6926

as pallbearers.
Burial will follow on
Wednesday at Unity
Cemetery near Baldwyn.
Miss.
Mr. Horton, 83, 914 Coldwater Rd , died Monday
at 7 10 a.m. at Westview
Nursing Home.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Carmen Jones
Horton, three daughters.
Mrs. Effie Kemp. Mrs.
Charles R. Adams and
Mrs. Purdom I.ovett:
MURRAY LIONS Club new members and sponsors are from left), front row,
three sons. J.W. Horton, Roy Dunn, Gary Hotunan, Frank Montgomery, Col. Darrell McFerron,
John
Clarence Rae Horton and Weatherly, back row, C.C. Lowry, Richard Jones, Arvin Crafton,
Yancey
Nick Horton; one sister, Watkins and Col. Randell Routt.
two brothers. 18 grandBOBBN V‘, OLFF
children and nine greatgrandchildren.
"I do not mind lying. but I
hate inaccuracy - Samu- The family requests
that expressions of symel Butler
pathy take the form of
District Governor Lion attempt to expand sight viding personal attention
The bidding places all the contributions to Goshen
high cards for East in United Methodist Church. James Hayes of the services, fight diabetes and positive reinforceHenderson City Lions and fight drug abuse.
today's sneaky game And if
ment for its membership.
•East is above playing tricks
Club was guest speaker
The speaker also en- He also indicated a good
with the truth, he will guide
at Ladies Night Program couraged to the club to orientation program for
declarer to the best chance
of Murray Lions Club. .
new members would
to make his game
The event was Tuesgreatly enhance the
Against a truthful East.
day. Sept. 14. at 6:30 p.m.
potential for those
declarer wins the first diaat the Good Shepherd
members being retained
mond and leads a heart to
United Methodist Church.
over a longer period of
dummy's 10 and East's GREENUP, Ky. I AP Approximately 85 Lions.
years.
queen East shifts to a club - Donald Burton. wives and guests
attendHayes said the theme
and now declarer can no utilities superintendent at ed
the event with dinner
for Lions International
longer afford to play hearts Vanceburg, said a $110
being served by the
for 1982-83 is "Share the
Either declarer can win the million hydroelectric
church.
Vision of Service," and
ace and the defensive club plant that is scheduled to
Lion Hayes said "the
the Kentucky theme is
winners will beat the game. provide Hamilton. Ohio,
Murray Lions Club was
-Share." Each letter of
With hearts out of the with power is ready to
"Share" has a special
picture. declarer's only start operating within the the best club in District
43-K." He encouraged the
meaning - S for service,
chance lies with taking four next week.
club to assist the internaH for help. A for action, R
spade tricks He crosses to
The plant, owned by tional organization
for responsibility and E
in its
dummy's spade king. Vanceburg. Ky.,
will
for enthusiasm.
finesses against East's undergo
two weeks of
James Hayes
An installation of new
queen and the lucky 3-3
tests before generating
continue its emphasis on members by Lion C.C.
break brings in the game
electricity for Hamilton
sight
conservation
of
the Lowry followed the proEast can make life diffiyouth in this community. gram.
cult by counting points. He starting Oct. 1.
Transmissio
PITTSBURG
lines
n
in
H
A1'
Lion
Hayes encouraged
is looking at 14 points in his
New members and
own hand and 10 in dummy_ Greenup County, Ky., are Rockwell International the membership of the their sponsors are Roy
being
inspected.
The
workers
10
truck
at
parts
Murray club to take a Dunn by Richard Jones,
And since opener has
promised 16 points and four plant eventually will sup- plants in six Midwestern positive approach toward Gary Hohman by Arvin
spades by his bidding. West ply Hamilton with half of states, including one at the retention of those"who Crafton, Frank
is left with nothing Clearly. its electrical power in an Winchester. Ky.. are are now members, as Mongomery by
Yancey
the only chance to beat the arra ng ement that voting on a new labor con- well as the recruitinaVg4 Watkins, Col.
Darrell
game is for East to lead Hamilton officials said tract this week.
new members.
McF.erron by Col.
will save that southwest The company's Heavy
declarer astray
His emphasis on the Randell Routt and John
When declarer leads the Ohio city $1 millions year Vehicle Components retention of members
Weatherly, transferred
first heart to dummy's 10. in utility costs.
Operations Division and centered around pro- from Mississippi.
East should win the ace
Burton said that the United Auto Workers
instead of the queen. After V a nceburg and the union reached a tentative
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED BY
declarer's club ace is western part of Greenup agreement late last week
knocked out, declarer now County will receive elec- on a contract affecting
has two options instead of tricity from the plant 5,200 workers
in
one Surely. he will finesse next summer.
Michigan, Ohio. Indiana.
in hearts again and this
CLINT KELLEY -MAYFIELD, KY. - 247-0673 or 1-800-592-3488
Greenup is located Wisconsin and Kentucky,
time. East wins his queen along
the Ohio River 135 according to company ofNORTH
9-21-A
miles upstream from Cin- ficials.
•K 6 3
rinnati.
The present contract
•K J 102
•QJ42
was to expire Feb. 4, 1983.
LOUISVILLE. Ky i AP
496
USI)A
66 00-613 50, choice 31.0-425 lb calves Federal-State Market News Service
Rockwell executives Estimated
receipts cattle and cakes
September 21. 19I2
51 5-35.01
orcrimmiiiaricrammrammraimmi.0.4.4.rim
WEST
lodwtrial Acreage
EAST
-5 34 refused to disclose details
i
1400. slaughter steers and heifers not
Kentuck) Purchase Area liox Starlet
Feeder steers medium frame 1 301)•8 7 5
Report Includes t; Buy mg Stabon5
full)
•Q 10 4
tested. Cow, and bulls stead)
500 be 59 50-63 75, 500-600 lbs 00 51).Air Products
•', of the new -contract; inReceipts Art 473950 500 Barrows 4 Gilts
booted
alves and vealers stet.dt
•97
VA Q 6 3
600.700
64
80,
lbs
6201-64
mostl)
80
725Ashland
211'.
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
fully 50 lower Sows uneven under WM Rs
cluding its duration.
eeder steers stead) heifers 1 00 lower
825 lbs 57 00443 011 small and medium
•10 9 8 5
•7 3
tmerh an Telephone
steady •1 lower under 05 be steady-1
steers few commercial 4-5
frame 1-2 300-503 Ihs 55 5-00(5) 500-7011
IN one
The division of the I Slaughter
•J 5 4 2
•KQ87 • •Chrysler
!uglier
.465 lbs 50 00-57 75 slaughter
Dupont
Ihs 57 00-60 50. medium frame 2306-51)l
37'.
US 1.2210240 Ihs
I40 00.6050
Pittsburgh-based con- heifers good 3.41)0.1.064) Itts 52 00-55 50. lbs 51
Ford
Mt.
1)). 500-915 lbs 49 00-58 1111
SOUTH
US 22110•210
$59 00-60 kk
cows conunerc.1 3-5 :15 72'-5. glomerate
t, A
!
Large frame 2 Holsteins 300-600 lbs 49 50.
Marjorie and Bill Major
manufac- slaughter
US 22114250 lbs
•AJ92
159
4151. utility 1.3 35 00-40 M. high dressIle nera.
• 53 50, 765-790 Ihs 52 31.52 75. 840.020 Itss
11S:450.970 lbs
$58
•8 5 4
turers truck axles, ing 41 00-46 75. cutter 1-2 13 00-38 00. 32(15-32 70. including 50-head Holstein,. Sows
i
Mit.,
,:env". Tire
a). ‘iir• brakes and other heavy- canner and cutter under 800 lbs 27 50- 840 lbs at 52 70
•AK6
US 1-22:70.350 Its
$4""
753-0880
iossarri h
a••
32 o0
•A 103
US 1-3 300450 ths
Heiden medium frame I 300-500 lbs
$5, •
ii.00ds ear
as.'. duty automotive equipSlaughter bulls grade 1.2 1.000-1,555
US 1.3 456-500 lbs
$5:"
52 00-57 011, 500-600 lbs 52(10-54 75. 6011,11141
• -i.
lbs 450.41,1 5. grade 2 980-1.385 lbs
US 1.3 5014650 lbs
$55 ooa oti
750 lbs 50(10-30 20. small and medium
75 - • ment.
Vulnerable: Both Dealer KM
US 2.3300-500 On
Ii 00.45 DO. slaughter calves and
1-2300-300 lbs 48 03-52 50. 500-700
lre Officials said other sealers couple choice 2(6-2i0 lb scalers (ramie
Boars 43 WO Oil
(be 48 00-52 00
South The bidding
lents.
M 1413 a-,A
1
. Amcrwan and internationalr
Travitim i.
Mart
21's OS plants are in Chicago,
South West North East
Fenwalt
a'•
Battle Creek, Mich.;
Oat.
Quaker
I NT
Pass 24
Pass
Texaco
28t.
Allegan, Mich.; Knox.
"41111MMO.IMM-0-1AMM111111..mm...1
24
Pass
3 NT
.
114
All
S Tubacco
no trade
Ind.; Oshkosh. Wis.:
Vial Mart
pass
34. -.. .
1
;tend) s
19
Newark, Ohio:
Wetter.
14413 1414A
Opening lead Diamond 10
Marysville, Ohio; and
IF F Yield
11 II
Stock Market furrushed by- First of two plants in Ashtubula,
ohio
and takes his clubs
Tell the truth and declarer makes his game Tell a
white lie and East collects a
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
plus score
GOOD ALL DAY
THURS.,
SEPT. 23
PHONE 753-3642
Bid with The Aces
COUNTERTOP
MICROWAV
E
South holds 9-21-B
OVEN
Cooks
•
fast
•Q 104
!line or
•A Q 6 3
temperature
•7 3
• Tnree power
•KQ87
ieveiS
tt•
North South
• includes coorenensim
l•
3,
to- underStanct
4.
Microwave 0.

ACES'

Hayes addresses Lions Club

Hydro plant
nears start-up
in Kentucky

Parts workers
review contract

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
Livestock market

Hog market

Stock market

f

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

COOKING SCHOOL
SPECIAL

LAYAWAYS
AVAILABLE

BEL-AIR DECOR

30% OFF
Selected Wallpaper Books

Goolrbc, •

ANSWER:Pass
North
shows no interest in slam
and game should be the
limit

SEE G.E. NOME ECONOMIST THIS
THURSDAY 7) PM IN OUR STORE

299'

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Send bndge questions to The Acts
P0 Box 12363 Dallas Texas 75225
with sell-addressed stamped envelope
or reply

Mcnanald's
Breakfast Special
Sausage and Cheese on a
Muffin Sandwiches

2 for

99c

No Coupon Required Offer
good only during Breakfast Hours

rve
dece
Vou,„k tOdar
a Ow.

6 AM-10:30 AM Monk -Sid.
1 AM -11 AM Sunday

at
McDonald's
1

107 N. 12th

753-5548

rtIc onaicrs
•

SALE

pick
a wallpaper
pattern..

Stock at Special
Order Sale
•acmzIk
Prepasted-Stripable/,-Wallcovering
$6-$8-$10-$12 per double roll
Lots Of New Patterns In Stock!
WE NOW HAVE SMURFS AND SUPER MAN

e picking up the same
pie involved in this
of thing last year."
Woodlief said. The
ncil thought it "would
e no opportunity to
ir this up unless we
secuted."
Alabama, Alicia
ek Alexander, 26, was
tenced to five days in
after pleading guilty
;econd-degree theft of
perty in the disapranee of $720 from her
ip's cookie sale prods. Before the senten4, she paid back the
ney, authorities said.
. half-dozen Girl Scout
icials interviewed
nday said they doubt
t offenders set out to
il from the scout prom.
It's just that they say,
e got to run to the
cery store. I'll just
e this $60 and pay it
.k next week," exined Vickie Bershaw.
,kie sale director for
Girl Scouts Gateway
incil in Jacksonville.
Then, she says, they
: unable to repay the
n.
n St. Louis, where the
Scouts lost about
.000 of its most recent
million sales effort,
ere are as many exRs as there are inents," said Gail Erase,
.istant executheidirecof that area's council.

Copyrgel 1982 by I( once, Corporoeon

ys

Sale Starts Wed.,

Ends Sat., Sept. 25

K ...art• ADVERTISED
Si
MERCHANDISE POLICY
Ow tee ordentaco 4io haw V.,•4••••
NMI new a wee on as am* San
aalmanma .
Ire -arm ne we
ewe. Ann to we wftweeeen wee. 4
4
▪ n.11.ova•Rena..on
mew.
we ...we...we in owe et mew
wwWeet wweenwetwoceawee**
lb. pot ,•••••••••• wolablo
.41 •••
1.••,•...W.*..•••••
.•••
rat. rock,on n

Sizes
2-4
14.97

Merle Norman beauty
lyisor will help design
o keup just for
lu..call for your free
akeoyer.

MERLE

Girls'
14.97-29.22

12.73

We have
fall for
all faces
...free.

10•
1 12-24
ela•

Mos.

13.47

noRrnAn

3S 1216 Street

Misses' Sizes
32.22-5247

''441vb

753 6976

>rvotions Coll

3111 Major
80
Are Rebtesentotwe Of Coiegores And Moy No,Be Ayomoole in Every Sae In
Every Slore

25% OFF

Our Regulr
a
Low Prices

Our Reg. 24.97, Men's Popular Nylon Twill Police Jacket
18.73
Our Reg. 29.97. Men's Poplin Jacket Of Polyester/Cotton,
22.48
Our Reg. 16.97, Men's Fashion Vest Of Nylon Taffeta
12.73
Our Reg. 27.96-69.96. Fashion Coats And Jackets, 32.22-52.47

eralls

uterwear

Our Reg. 19.96-38.96. Girls' Coats. Jackets, 4-14
14 97-29 22
Our Reg. 17.97-19.97. Infant And Toddler Boys' Quilted Jackets
,
Fortrel' Polyester/Cotton. Zepel'• Treated.
13.47-14.97
• Fortfed 0 Reg TM of Fiber .nOustnes
0 subudiory of Ce4onese Corp

''Du Pont Reg TM

cRVPIIP

Ou

se

Our Reg. 2.17

.67
4-ply 4-oz
Yam
Skein Of Orlon
lon
le.*ocrylc

Sale Price

Sale Price

Limit 2
.
Vanish' Cleaner

2 1380
111 67
8E11
99
Available At Your Nei• hborhood K ma
Hanes' Underalls'
Nylon panty hose

ROM CAMISN:OhOn Mork 'Du Pont Rag TM ••Net wt

For

Caress' Bar Soap
4/
3
4-oz bath size

'Not wt

48-oz' crystals
•NM

A(3 7 Vi

-

$6

9

Our Reg.
Our Reg $
11.96
7.57
Pants
Shirt
Print Shirt Or Fashion Pants
Classic shirts in dainty wallpaper prints,
polyester/cotton, misses' sizes Pleated
'career pants, polyester poplin: 5/6-17/18.
Our 10.96, Full Figure Pants Sizes 32-40, S8

$6

$9

I Our Reg.
Our Reg. $
14.96
10.96-11.96
Skirt
Sweaters
Slip-on Sweaters Or Smart Skirts
Boatnecks, other fashion sweaters in acrylic:\
fall colors. Plaid dirndl skirts, belted styles.
more, wool/polyester/acrylic. Jr. and misses'.

$7
$6

Our Reg.
Our Reg.
9.96
7.96
Jeans
Tops
Gills' Velour Tops Or Denim Jeans
Lush velours, some applique trim Fall colors,
acrylic/polyester Classic jeans, fancy pockets. more: polyester/cotton All, 7-14. Save
Our Reg. 7.57, Tops Or
Our Reg. 8.57, Jeans, Sizes 4-6X,

Ed.$6

Our
Reg.
16.9617.96
Misses' Cardigan
Sweater In Bulky
Cable-knit Style
Smart cable-knit
acrylic sweater,
other shorter styles.
New fall colors.

$13

Ea.
Our Reg. 7.97
•
Nylon Bags With Space To Spare
Roomy 3-section or multipocket bags.
zipper closure. Nylon, nylon taffeta. Save.

4.44

Ea.
Our Reg. 6.97
Canvas Bags With Front Pocket
3-section bags in smart rayon canvas.
Double handles, some front zippers. Save.

$16

Pr
Special
Purchase
Men's 6" Leather Work Boots
Full-groin leather, moc toe, padded vinyl
collar, oil-resistant outsole, pull tabs, soft
polyurethane foam insole Men's sizes.

$15pr.

Save 4.90
Our Reg. 19.90

Men's Extra-wide Leather Work Shoes
Leather with cushioned insole, steel shank, oil-resistant sole and heel, non-marking man-made
sole, lined tongue Men's sizes. D-EE widths

4 31

"
4
41
TEMS
STEER

Regular Low

tock BI

r, thermal weaves and sheet blankets! Cotton, acrylic. poly
ester blends in solid colors. prints. Twin/full, queen/king. At low K ma
Nol b Prim Sint
t4L-...141111110111Milimon
WNW 11111.1111.WOK

Ea., 1.44

r
aiciii.al
nseams
moon
imilialiffni
imustieninowag
Ns II imumargorb.
Via
11

i

Pi
111111 111

Ea., 64C

Save 35%

9.9

ur Reg. 15.47
Twin Size
Eye-catching Ribbed Bedspreads
In striking solid colors Polyester/rayon
Our Reg. 16.47, Full-size Bedspread, 11.97

1.44

Ea.
Ea.
Our
Our
88C
1.97
Hemmed Dish Towel 13x13" Dishcloth
Unsheared, hemmed
Unsheared all-cotton.
all-cotton cloth. Save.
16x30". Colors.

25`)/oOFF
Our Reg Low Prices
All In-stock Shower Curtains/Liners
Vinyl and cloth shower curtains in solid colors and prints. Or. protective liners in vinyl.

ts
Up To 43 Lbs.
Reg.
13.97
•
Digital Alarm Clock
24-hr. alarm, snooze
control. PM indicator.

4-

Our
Reg.
19.97
Clock With Dual Alarms
Digital clock tells month/
date. 2-alarm system

16.97

0
Mfr. List Price
All Timex Watches
L.C.D.. quartz analogs.
electric, hand-wind. more

41.97

r
u?
$ 7.
0

Bobby-Mac' Car Seat
Faces front or rear. 5point harness. Reclines.

Our

49.979.7
Reclining Car Seat
Padded tray/shield For
ward/rear facing

.
288

Ea. - Our
3 97

Latch Hook Kits
Acrylic yarn, canvas

2.12

Sale
Price

a.
Sale
Price

2.17

Vaseline'Lotion

Arricr Deodorant

Intensive Care":15 oz.

Latch nook not Incluclecl

4.641= 1.64sPraee
Oil Of °lay'

60 Efferdent'

6-oz aerosol spray

6-oz.' moisturizer. Save.

Denture cleanser. Save

•Net .1

*F1 X:12

2

80

.aw0411c4trakre,1411

Sale
$2Price

1.48

Our Reg.
1.97

Coffee Creamer

100 Tea Bags

Non-dairy. 35.3 oz.'

8-oz. net wt. DeliciOus;

'NM wt.

2.

Sale
Price

1.38

Our Reg.
1.68

1.58

Our Reg
2.22

g

Downy'Softener

4'AA'Batteries

9-V Batteries

64 oz.' Plastic bottle.

Adc

Super heavy-duty. Save.

Pkg. of 2. Super heavy-duty

Vinyl,

•FiOz.

WO°
IbreileP'°

99

0 Sale
Price

Lysol
.Cleaner

1.66

Ea. - Sale
Price

Lysol'Spray

1.78

Sale
Price

Liquid Plume

1.68

11.88

Sale
Price

Sale
Price

For tub. tile. 17 oz.'

16-oz.• Shout"

Disinfects, deodorizes.

Formula 409°

•Nw.wt

Fast drain opener 64 oz.'

'Not wt

Soil, stain remover

*FL ea

Household cleaner.64 oz.'

• Not vet

•Ft ok

$411
Stn
'2

X

mormirwt. 01

I.64

Sale
Price

JO Efferdenr

ienture cleanser. Save

1.58

Our Reg
2.22

-V Batteries

g of 2 Super heavy-duty

1.37

2.27

80 Baby Fresh'

Right Guard*

Gentle cleansing wipes

1.66

Our Reg
2.47

9 Oz.
Reg.

r

Ea.
Sale
Price

Sale
Price

1.51

Ea
Sale
Price

•

8

Ea.
Sale
Price

Colgate'

Preir Shampgo

2.5-oz. solid. Save!

Regular or gel toothpaste

•NW wt.

Liquid or concentrate

'Met wt

• Fi.

3.27

0
4u
2r7Reg

Address Book

Photo Album

Vinyl/linen cover 4x5"

17 coil-bound sheets Save

.57

0 Deck
Our 92'

Playing Cards
Giant face poker cards

"N&,.1

86

40 Sale
Price

18 Brill°
.Pads
Soap-filled durable

Good Tild
z
With Food

ram
[
,BP
7
Vo 0

OntV in stores with catetena

'
ft.-

tr.

1164.*"•••••••.--------•#
1

Sale
I•
88Price

wr.ts
"

$1

Our Reg.
1.47

.1.97 )4t 7r Reg
2.

$7

Our Reg
9.96

ormula 409s

Strapping Tape

Thermometer

Light Adaptor

Jsehold cleaner.64 oz

1/
1
2-x20-yd. roll. Save!

Outdoor type 5/
1
4"clic,

Fluorescent 22-W bulb

Big K-burger
Double order French fries.
'Raw Weight

raw
41% 50-12)

NEW FROM Koda

42.44

Kodak • Disc 4000 Camera Outfit
Ultra compact camera has automatic
film advance, automatic electronic
flash F2 8 glass lens 15 exposure film

49.88

alliC 404/0

K °dramatic- 960 Instant Camera
Just aim and shoot. no focusing needed Automatic flash unit re
quickly Sleek, compact folding

35

139.88

13.47

Pentax K1000 35mm Camera
SLR camera has f 2 lens hot shoe
K1000 Camera With 11.4 Lens, 199.88
Case For K1000 Camera
19.88

FICAL

2.08

2.28

Focal- 35mm 135/20 Color
Film At A Low K mart' Price
Focal" Print Film, ASA 400, 2.08
Focal' Slide Film, ASA 100, 2.28
Focal' Slide Film, ASA 400, 3.33
Focal' Slide Film, ASA 640, 4.46

Electroflash 126 Camera
Features built-1n electronic flash unit
and handy wrist strap. Save now.
BoOenes no,onclucleO

tr Ca e St

10 Pie Plate

oir

NiR.COFFEE -:

30-76

Anchor
Hocking
5x9 Loaf
Each
Our Reg
2.97
Fire King Ovenware
Glass baking dishes, pans.
more Safe for microwaves

1.88
e(1.12)

K mart
Sate Price

'
Each
C
w Our Reg
97C
Crystal Glass Pieces
A wide array of lovely decor
pieces to accent your table

68

less Factory
Rebate

39.97

Sale
Price
AM/FM Stereo Clock Radio
Wake to music or alarm With
L E.D display, snooze alarn

Your Net
Cost After

211.87

Factory Rebate
r. Coffee' With Saver"'
-cup coffee maker

k
•

26.87
-5.00

1111.11661iiiibiac'

-

43-00

$2/17

xciting InteflivisionC
Home Video Game

iflioy the exc,tement ot arcade games ki
your own home with Mattel'
Action at your fingertips with two push- button controls. Includes 1 game cartrlit
i

Vb

le
Our Reg. 72.88
Sioding-door Unit

Our Reg. 77 88
Built-in Unit

Our Reg 698
Open Wail Untt

55.88 57.8853.88
Create A Wall Arrangement With Versatile Modular Units
Three distinct styles in sturdy particleboard with rich wood-grainlook finish. Water- and alcohol-resistant. Snap-together assembly.

Save 96
Our Reg.49.88
Attractive Stereo And Entertainment Center
Sturdy particleboard with stain-resistant, wood-look finish.
codon

K MART UMITID WARRANTY
• ea• 0,000.v
whe
,
OIed ove, I:000e4h PteiDoea
suclaCe 0
, K rhort
sham be ...noted soleh to rerk..h0
0d the our('hose once

9.97 Gal.

4.44
22-15

3.62

Our 4.37,9" Pan
Our 14 97 Got Fiat Or Getting Our 15 97 Gal. Low Lustre

-

on. 3.62
Our 16 88 Gal. Flat

Custom Tinting
At No Extra Charge
Our 17 88 Gal Gloss

9.97.10.97 9.88.11.88

One-coat Latex Interior Paint Or Enamel
Quality 9-year durability latex white ceiling
paint or flat wall paint: low-lustre enamel

Acrylic Latex Flat Or Gloss House Paint
Durable exterior
for
se and trim. White
and fade-resistant cu o
ints. 9-yr durability.

ores
Handy Too
Our 133.88. t. 12" Chain
113.88
Saw
Our 17.77, Single-bit Axe,
12.97
3Y7 Lb
Our 5.87, Splitting Wedge. 3
444
Lb
Our 16.97, Splitting Maul 6
12 97
Lb. ,,

911

s

Sole Ends Sot

Tires n Sur s
Available C
In Stores W.Service
•E
Replace !fort brake Pads
True rotors
Rebuild calipers
Repack inner and outer
bearings
5 Replace front grease seals
6 Inspect rear linings tor
wear (additional cost if
repairs on reor brakes are
ripecioct)
1
2
3
4

Limited (Ownership
Duration) Warranty.
Warranteea as long as vOu
own your car An
installation charge will be
made under the Warranty
it not installed by K mart or
tome or original purchase
Details in store
Sing$e uno SyS,PrrN5 e.,,n,•

•

69
REG.
P18575113 i477
slits

P185.73114 69.97
1P195,, 751114

73.97

P205/75114 .81.97

f

P205/75015

112.97

1611

,P215,+7.5114

82.97

iP11-51.7511115

4.9?

P225/75014 87 97

'68
'70
71

P225175115

88 97

'73

P235 , 75111 5

96 97

575

Sale Price

Heavy-duty Muffler Installed

For many American and foreign cars

For many U S cars and light trucks
Adotonai ports and services

mercinrc DOCIS 510 more Ught trucks None,

SALE

152
58
'02
415

23.88

Sale Price

K mart Front Disc Brake Special

I 84

AM/FM radio
with 5-band

2 04

2

11

equalizer/booster

2 34
2
2 411

317p

2 59
2 68

m39r

3 01

Steel Belted 'adial Tires
Our Reg 62 Y 7
P165/8013
$4
Plus F E T 1.69

Each All Tires Plus
F.E.T. Each

Treadwear Rating 140
Estimated 42,000 Miles
V,VoT-7T.r
Mounting Included - No Trade-in

Required

instoNatoon
Available Only
in Stores 6Vit6
Service

3 Fors3

Standara Or
Electronic
larwhon

..Si

Less
Rebo!e

Sale Price

2.37To8.97
Car Tune-up Kits

or many America,
and foreign cars

Our Reg_ 15 97

3

Your Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate

F0/2

spenn=no

2.97

Our Reg. 12.97

9.97

Lantern And Battery

Deluxe Sharpening Kit

Floating lantern witri
6-volt battery

Hard/soft Arkansas
stones. 4-oz'honing oil

d
and
i
=
ibr
dr
C

Our Reg. 37.97

Our Reg. 11.97

9.97
Diviaer Bo

10.97

Sale Price

S129

Carpeted Mats
Deluxe Stereo
Gas Treatment
Adjustable to fit
-Ielbs crean carb and Twin front mats
8.97
Rear,
many cars
Our 11.97,
n-)prove mileage

Soo Spomng
,
,
,as Deo.

Our Reg. 4

Sty* And Mir
May Vary
Style Ana

Ba

,

Sold in Sporting
Goods Dept

24.97 29.97
Plastic Bowling Ball

Carter' perfor'Don
mance ball. Soft plastic.

•Fl 07

8500 Sleeping Bag
Nylon cover. 4-Lb.Dacron'808 polyester fill.
• Dvecini Reg TM

Thank You For Shopping At K mart'
•

9(1 6 121

$10

Our Reg. 39.97

